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Someone asked us recently what the value of
printed words and pictures is, when children
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We didn’t find it hard to answer, because
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shown us once again:
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Children’s books will always have a special value. Children’s books invite children and
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– importantly – reading aloud and reading together provide a sense of security, stimulate the
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and sensory overload from the media.
feedback on our novelties, for one thing, has

adults to turn pages and discover things together; they show us the world in all its variety, and
imagination, teach children things and promote emotional intelligence.
Technological achievements like the smartphone will always fascinate children (and us, too),
and attract a lot of attention. It is all the more important, then, for publishers to develop books
that delight them just as much, if not more. Books with stories, illustrations, great design, and
a look and feel that will make readers want to open and read them. Books that allow readers
to dive into wonderful worlds; books that impart knowledge, promote development in the
youngest children, or provide ideas for fun activities.

You can meet us at the following fairs:
Please browse our latest catalogue and have a closer look at our inspiring titles. Find out how
Felix Celebrates Festivals Around the World on his latest journey, explore The Top-Secret
Animal Chat Machine with Emil Einstein, or find new hope and courage In a Distant Land.

Are you interested in our children’s books or want to view more beautiful books?

Your Coppenrath rights team is ready to support you with samples, pricings and schedules for
our novelties and strong backlist titles – just get in touch with us.

Visit our website for more catalogues!
www.coppenrath.de/foreign-rights

www.coppenrath.de/handel/haendler-kataloge

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Lambert Scheer
Managing Director

Foreign Rights
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Follow us on Instagram: @coppenrath_rights
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OU R H I G H L I G H T S
16,000 COPIES SOLD –
A SOCIAL
READING STAR

READERS ARE SPELLBOUND BY THIS
QUIRKY LOVE STORY
The mysterious Aris comes
from another, mythical world
– at the bottom of the ocean
– Atlantis. Ella throws herself
into an adventure full of wonder and terror. Captivating
start of the Atlantis Trilogy.

Seaglow · Vol. 1
The Secret of the Deep

BY BESTSELLING
AUTHOR SUZA KOLB

THE FEEL-GOOD TITLE
FOR ALL LITTLE
TINKERERS AND
INVENTORS
Something unusual happens
on Emil Einstein’s sixth birthday: first, his head starts to
itch like crazy. And then he
has an idea. Emil is soon tinkering away in his inventor’s
laboratory, until the ingenious
Animal Chat Machine is finished. Bertha the mouse and
Leonardo the cat are delighted
– at least, they can talk to
Emil!

— PI CK YOUR FAVOUR IT E
NEW TITLE AT LAST!
OVER 7 MIO. BOOKS
SOLD WORLDWIDE

BY BESTSELLING
AUTHOR MICHAEL
ENGLER (PUBL. IN 19
LANGUAGES)

FROM THE INVENTOR
OF LAURA’S STAR
)
(13 MIO. BOOKS SOLD

EYE TO EYE WITH
15 ANIMALS

IT‘S TIME TO
CELEBRATE!

A PLAYFUL, IMAGINATIVE BEDTIME BOOK

Fancy coming face to face
with a lion? Looking deep into
the eyes of a crocodile? This
would be impossible in the
wild. But in this book, we get
very close to the animals of
Africa. With selected details
and the latest scientific information.

Is it true that in China, they
celebrate New Year much later
than we do here? Felix is keen
to find out! And so he sets off
on an adventure that takes
him to the New Year celebrations in China, and to the
loveliest festivals all round the
world. And he’s not alone!

POETIC PICTUREBOOK STORY ABOUT
HAVING THE COURAGE
TO CHANGE

MORE THAN 30,000
COPIES SOLD OF
SERIES

Life-Size
Wild Animals of Africa

Felix Celebrates Festivals
Around the World · Vol. 9

Emil Einstein · Vol. 1
The Top-Secret Animal
Chat Machine

Novemberland is dangerous
– or so the grown-ups say.
The climb is risky, its mountainsides are icy and its valleys
dark. It might be a better
country than the one we live
in, the children wonder – and
they dare to take the first
step…

Good Night, Karli
In a Distant Land –
A Story about the Courage
and Strength that Lie
Within us

p. 66

p. 6

From the inventor of Laura’s
Star, discover a complete and
lovingly-told story of incredibly
sweet cat character Karli. With
more than 13 million of his
books sold worldwide, Klaus
Baumgart is one of the most
successful picture-book artists
on the international stage.
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p. 82
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Gems of Literature in a Unique Design

Collectors‘ Illustrated Classic Edition

• The American classic in a breathtaking layout
• Award-winning illustrator Robert Nippoldt

Each title:
14+ / 17 x 24 cm / hardcover with corrugated paper / with
embossing, gold foil and added label / 4-colour print / with 10
lavishly designed extras / with ribbon bookmark / € 30.00 – 34.00

Gift Books

GiftFiction
Books

Gems of Literature in a Unique Design

Rights sold to (series): USA (English World)

• 140,000 copies sold worldwide
• Experience classic literature with
dreamy illustrations
• Detailed extras help you dive deeper into
the characters’ story

Jane Austen / Marjolein Bastin

F. Scott Fitzgerald / Robert Nippoldt

Sense and Sensibility

The Great Gatsby

320 pp. / € 30.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63146-0

272 pp. / € 30.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64095-0

Sherlock Holmes – Collectors‘ Edition

Each title:
Arthur Conan Doyle
13 x 19 cm / hardcover with corrugated paper /
with embossing, gold foil and added label / 4-colour
print / with 11 lavishly designed extras /
with ribbon bookmark

• Meet the world’s most famous and eccentric detective
in 19th century London
• With several contemporary extras, the stories spring to life
• A unique reading adventure!

All rights available
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Jane Austen / Marjolein Bastin

Jane Austen / Marjolein Bastin

Jane Austen / Marjolein Bastin

Pride and Prejudice

Emma

Mansfield Park

320 pp. / € 30.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62972-6

416 pp. / € 34.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63477-5

416 pp. / € 34.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63811-7

Jane Austen / Marjolein Bastin

Emily Brontë / Marjolein Bastin

Charlotte Brontë / Marjolein Bastin

Louisa May Alcott / Marjolein Bastin

Northanger Abbey

Wuthering Heights

Jane Eyre

Little Women

224 pp. / € 30.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64112-4

272 pp. / € 30.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63235-1

472 pp. / € 32.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63000-5

336 pp. / € 30.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63959-6

A Study in Scarlet /
The Sign of the Four

The Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes

320 pp. / € 24.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63900-8

384 pp. / € 24.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63938-1

The Memoirs of
Sherlock Holmes
336 pp. / € 24.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64159-9
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Top Title: Dracula‘s Memoirs

Fiction

Fiction

Atlantis Trilogy

Seaglow series

Each title:
Anna Fleck
14+ / 496 pp. / hardcover with cold stamping
and embossing / € 20.00
All rights available

•
•
•
•

21,000 copies sold of series
At last: the second book in the successful trilogy
A real page-turner for romantasy fans
SPIEGEL Bestseller List (rank 49) on first week of
publication

Memento Monstrum series
Each title:
Jochen Till / Wiebke Rauers
9+ / 200 pp. / hardcover with foil, spot UV-varnish and
embossing / 4-colour print / € 18.00
Rights sold to (series): Canada, Australia, UK, USA (English), Italy,
The Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Slovakia, Spain (Spanish)

A year has passed since Ella went back to the “surface” – a whole year of pining
for Aris, without any sign of him. Should she just give up? No chance! But when
Ella’s persistence is rewarded and Aris suddenly reappears, he asks her to join
him on a dangerous mission: Atlantis is on the brink of war. Still in a whirl of
emotions, the pair find themselves caught between the warring sides. Will Ella be
able to stand up for herself and her friends? What does her love for Aris mean
when it threatens to tear apart a thousand-year-old underwater kingdom? Ella is
fighting against powerful enemies – and her own heart...
Anna Fleck’s self-deprecating, charming heroine is back to tell the story of her
breath-taking love – and her large Instagram fanbase can’t wait to find out what
happens next!
cover not final

• 18,000 copies sold of vol. 1
• Building on a great success, the second book
that gives us the truth about monsters, with a
difference!
• Tonge-in-cheek storytelling by “Lucifer Junior”
author Jochen Till and brilliantly illustrated by
Wiebke Rauers

NEW

Reunited in Atlantis · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63907-7

Reader response

Caution, Hairy! · Vol. 2

Readers are already spellbound by this story, and have
responded enthusiastically to the first part of the trilogy,
with words and fan art including book trailers and Seaglow songs.

The Secret of the Deep · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63906-0

What is the story behind the giant ape King Kong? Was Frankenstein’s
monster really as terrible as Mary Shelley would have us believe?
And who turned van Helsing into a zombie? The morning after the wild
monster party, Grandpa Dracula and his friends go on telling their
stories over blood-red rolls and coffee with a shot of blood orange
juice, and bring to light many an incredible monster truth.

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63894-0

CHILDREN‘S BOOK
OF THE YEAR
KINDERBUCHCOUCH.DE

“It was AMAZING!!! […] I’m counting the days

“A superb opening to a fantasy trilogy with two strong characters, a long way from any sentimental mermaid rubbish.”

until the second part comes out.”

Neue Presse, Hannover

• The crowning conclusion
to a trilogy that fans are
already wild about!
• Ella and Aris fight for their
worlds – and discover a
secret that shakes their
foundations

In Too Deep · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-63908-4
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© Anette Koroll

jessi.stbk on Instagram

Anna Fleck spent her childhood in Bullerby, Fantasia and
the Shire, and her youth on Gallifrey, the Volcano and the
Discworld. She is a Romanticist, cultural manager and
PR consultant, but prefers creating new worlds with her
computer keyboard and pencils. She lives in the north of
Berlin with her husband and children, and spends as much
time as possible by the sea – no matter which one...

Jochen Till was bitten by an aristocratic
old writing vampire. Ever since then he
has been sitting in his chamber night in,
night out, sucking stories of adventure
from his fingertips, always careful never
to lose his blood-red thread.

Wiebke Rauers was bitten in 2007 by
an eighth-generation artist vampire. Ever
since then she has been sitting in her
studio night in, night out, drawing the
most wonderful characters, using lots of
her favourite colour: blood red.

Careful, it Bites! · Vol.1
ISBN 978-3-649-63010-4

NEW
8

Mystery-Crime Adventure

SASSY DETECTIVE

IS ALWAYS ON DUTY

Fiction

Fiction

Mystery-Crime Adventure

Once again, Malvina has to act to save the family castle: when a
strange skeleton is found, her Grandpa is suspected of murder! Under
these circumstances, the royal hereditary lease ends on 31 October.
And that’s just two weeks away! But Malvina wouldn’t be Malvina
if she let that get her down. A few daring investigations later, she’s
finally onto something: she tracks down an extremely secretive secret
society, and makes a discovery that leaves even the hard-boiled
Malvina speechless...

Malvina Moorwood series
Each title:
Christian Loeffelbein / Julia Christians
9+ / 320 pp. / hardcover with embossing and foil / € 15.00
Rights sold to (series): Italy, Russia
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“A
spooky thrills and comedy“

• 8,000 copies sold of series
• An old castle, a crafty heroine
and a mysterious family curse
• A skilful mix of tension, scares and comedy
Malvina Moorwood is clever, cheeky and quite quick – and not only
when it comes to polishing off her dessert. When her parents decide
to sell the old family castle, Malvina immediately decides: there’s no
way she’s going to let that happen!
With investigative skill, a little cunning and more than a little sass, she
and her friend Tom plunge headlong into a hair-raising adventure to
save Moorwood Castle. Along the way, she not only stumbles across a
genuine ghost and an old family curse, but also a map that holds the
prospect of some very promising treasure ...

— Münchner Merkur

NEW

The Skeleton in the Castle Garden · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63394-5

Today’s the day: cousin Aleen McMumble and her family are moving
into Moorwood Castle. But the McMumbles quickly reveal themselves
to be decidedly devious and more than a little dangerous.
Have they hatched a plan to get their hands on the castle? And would
they walk over bodies to do it?Malvina thinks so! When the Old
Lord sends a mysterious message from beyond the grave, Malvina
realises she will have to save the castle once again! It’s the start of
an adventure that goes beyond anything Malvina and Tom have seen
so far. This time, the two detectives follow a clue that leads them
to Loch Ness in Scotland. And there, they discover something truly
monstrous...

The Mystery of Moordwood Castle · Vol. 1

© Christian Loeffelbein

ISBN 978-3-649-63134-7

Christian Loeffelbein studied
German, literature and art history,
and then worked as a journalist.
He now lives in Hamburg and
thinks up exciting stories for
readers both young and old.

Julia Christians who has deep roots in the Harz
mountains, gained a degree in design communications
from HBK Braunschweig in 2011. She has been working
as a freelance illustrator since 2018, and lives with
her husband, two children, and the eternal question of
whether three dogs are really enough dogs.
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The Loch Ness Monster · Vol. 3

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63395-2

10

Magical Realism

Super-Sleuths and a Card Game Hero

Watch out, magic !

NEW

Jutta Wilke / Ulf K.

The Karl Mystery

Anne Ameling / Melanie Korte

The Fabulous World of Mona Flint

Fiction

Fiction

Detective Story / Comic Novel

NEW

9+ / 240 pp. / hardcover with foil / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63779-0

A Case for the Detective and Me
10+ / 320 pp. / hardcover with spot-UV varnish / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61511-8

All rights available

• A magical adventure with real depth
• A female protagonist you’ll love from the
start
• Includes flicker book

All rights available

• Detective story with adorably quirky
characters:
Three good-hearted, funny junior detectives
• Illustrated by the unmistakable Ulf K.

In the sleepy little town of Firleburg upon Anzel, incredible things are happening:
lanterns are singing, dachshunds are flying through the air, and an old boathouse
is granting every child a magical dream room. How lucky that Mona Flint and her
friends have found it, because their own home is about to be torn down. But the
boathouse is on the run – from wizards with malfunctioning wands. And they’d
really like it back... Mona Flint decides to stand up and fight for the best place in
the world.
Anne Ameling tells a warm-hearted and humorous story of how you find your own
place in the world against all odds. And that it’s up to every individual to fight for
it...

Emil is in a real predicament! First his teacher, mean old Miss Bertram,
took his notebook away, and now Karl has mysteriously vanished. And
Karl is not just the only adult who has time for Emil; he’s also Emil’s
biggest fan. Emil, by the way, is a crime writer. But this case is too
tricky for him alone. Luckily, he’s got Finja! She’s a real detective like
Sherlock Holmes, and she even has a Watson (her dog). Will they be
able to solve the puzzle together?

© Anne Ameling

Jutta Wilke spent a few years working as a lawyer, but
finally hung up her robe in order to concentrate on what
she does best: telling stories. She doesn’t like any kind of
barrier very much, and would rather dance to the beat of a
different drum – and so her writing knows no limits, either.
She enjoys writing equally for younger and older readers.

© Ulf K.

© Jutta Wilke

“Ulf K. is the poet of Germany’s comic scene.“
— SPIEGEL Online

Ulf K. is a cartoonist and illustrator.
He won the 2004 Max und Moritz prize for
“Best German-language comic artist”.
His drawings are published in the
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and the
children’s magazine Gecko, among others.

Anne Ameling studied history (though she would
much rather have invented a time machine), and then
worked for a publisher. She started writing children’s
books in 2010 (so she did become an inventor after
all). She owns a bewitched boathouse, and so she
keeps her boat in a magic garage instead...
www.anneameling.de

Patricia Schröder / Leonie Ebbert

The Enchanted Dolls’ House – Villa Elder
8+ / 208 pp. / hardcover with relief varnish / 4-colour print /
€ 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63658-8

NEW

Max Parkos

Mätsch!
How to Get Stinking Rich and Mega Popular
9+ / 240 pp. / hardcover with relief varnish and
special colours / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64123-0

All rights available

• Dive into a magical little world!
• Eye-catching innovation: lots of photo collages
inside
• Easy, breezy storytelling from Patricia Schröder

All rights available

• Fun, pure and simple: relatable, easy to read and brilliantly funny
• With a website where you can design your own "Mätsch" cards
• Comic novel meets Yu-Gi-Oh!

Mia can hardly wait: it’s her birthday tomorrow, and she’s finally going to get the
City of Dolls computer game she’s been longing for. So she is shocked when her
family gives her a real dolls’ house. It comes with a mysterious letter, out of which
flutter a few elderberries and elder leaves. Mia’s missing Aunt Rikka asks her to
take good care of the Villa Elder dolls’ house, and drops a few strange hints. Mia’s
curiosity is awakened. And when she hears a mysterious rustling noise, and the
little inhabitants of the dolls‘ house change position as if moved by a ghostly hand,
it becomes clear to Mia that she and her new friend Luca are skating into a big
adventure.
An enchanting tale with some very special eye-catching pages: detailed photo collages make the Villa Elder really come to life!
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© Patricia Schröder

© Max Parkos

Phil has just one goal: this year, he wants to become a hero in his school through the card
game MÄTSCH. It’s actually really simple! He just has to:
- draw the strongest playing card of all time
- collect 30 points for the big MÄTSCH tournament (he already has 13!)
- not get caught by the headteacher (because MÄTSCH is just a little bit banned)
- not disappoint his friends
- defeat the class bully, Sait (*gulp*)
And then Phil will have won the tournament, and the juicy cash prize along with it.
What could possibly go wrong?
Max Parkos is studying business economics
and 3D animation in Vienna. He has been
immersed in the world of graphic storytelling
for years; he has published a few comic-strip
short stories in small magazines, (PLOP), and
self-published a graphic novel.

NEW

Patricia Schröder lives in Eiderstedt with her
husband and a handful of animals, and works
as a freelance author. She began her career with
radio essays, and then texts for anthologies. She
has now published numerous novels for children
and young adults, which have been translated
into several other languages.
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Bestselling Nordic Saga
In
cooperation with

Rulantica series

The Flying School of Adventurers series

Each title:
THiLO / Based on an idea by Michael Mack, Jörg Ihle, Tobias
Mundinger and Nils Feigenwinter / Max Meinzold
8+ / 144 pp. / hardcover with relief varnish / 4-colour print / € 13.00

Each title:
Michaela Hanauer / Based on an idea by Michael Mack, Jörg Ihle
and Tobias Mundinger / Helge Vogt
10+ / 272-336 pp. / hardcover with foil and spot-UV varnish /
4-colour print / € 16.00

Rights sold to (series): Italy

Rights sold to (series): France, Italy, Russia

• 70,000 copies sold of series
• Will Mats and Finja vanquish the Nordic gods?
• Huge marketing campaign in collaboration with
the Europapark
• Breath-takingly illustrated with a host of colour
pictures by Helge Vogt

• 20,000 copies sold of series
• Supernatural dangers, knotty puzzles, the big wide
world and four cool heroes
• 4c illustrations by Max Meinzold throughout
• By bestselling author THiLO
An excursion to Zagreb with eccentric geography teacher Mr
McFinnegan – at first, it’s just an entirely normal day at the flying
school, but it soon becomes the ACE Scouts’ next big adventure. The
four set off on the trail of a mysterious phantom who is said to inhabit the catacombs under the Zagreb Theatre. When they step through
a mirror and into the underworld, they stumble across not only a
legendary machine created by the genius inventor Nicola Tesla, but
also a hundred-year-old monster...

The Phantom from the Underworld · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-63737-0

Peace at last! Ever since Mats and Finja saved Rulantica from certain doom,
they have been hailed as heroes. Mats is no longer an outsider, and has
even made some friends. Everything could be so brilliant. But when Loki’s
horn turns up again, one thing becomes clear to Mats and Finja: they can
only head off the threat to Rulantica by making the spring of eternal life dry
up. And for that, they need to journey deep into the fiery mountain.
Not only might it erupt at any time; it also harbours a host of other dangers.
Will Mats and Finja succeed in putting an end to the curse over Rulantica
once and for all?

NEW

The Eruption of the Fiery
Mountain · Vol. 3

• An exciting journey into the world of Greek
mythology and cursed artefacts
• On an excursion in Greece, the ACE Scouts
are dealing with ancient powers

The Mask of the Medusa · Vol. 4

Fiction

Fiction

Fast-Paced Adventures

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-62768-5

NEW

The Hidden Island · Vol. 1

The Plot of the Gods · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-62722-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62322-9
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THiLO is somewhere between 18 and 65 –
though he looks younger. He has been putting
his heart and soul into writing children’s and
YA books since he was 15. THiLO’s books have
sold a total of over 4 million copies and been
translated into 20 languages.
More on: www.thilos-gute-seite.de

The Fire Tiger of
Batavia · Vol. 1

The Jungle in the
Ancient Glacier · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-63722-6

ISBN 978-3-649-63736-3

© robra

© Roman Knie

ISBN 978-3-649-64099-8
Michaela Hanauer lives with her husband and cat in Munich – when
she isn’t off on her travels, exploring the other side of the world. If she
hadn’t become a children’s author, she would have taken flying lessons
on a magic carpet, raced dolphins through the sea or started a time
travel agency. She met Finja, Mats and Snorri so they could tell her their
story and she could write it down. And so she knows exactly where
Rulantica lies – but she has promised never to reveal the secret!
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Top Title: Early Readers

Kristina Scharmacher-Schreiber / Malin Hörl

NEW

Inna Island Sprite

Emil Einstein series

The Secret of the Goblin Queen ∙ Vol. 1
6+ / 176 pp. / hardcover bound with quality tape / 4-colour print / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63918-3

Each title:
Suza Kolb / Anja Grote
5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover with relief varnish / 4-colour print / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Denmark, Slovakia

All rights available

• Feel-good story for reading aloud or reading alone
• Fascinating for children: little nature sprites as
secret helpers
• Warm-hearted storytelling and adorable illustrations
• Volume 2 in autmn 2022

•
•
•
•

© Kristina Scharmacher-Schreiber

Ah, how lovely it is on Shell Sands, thinks Inna the gnome girl. If only there
weren’t all these enormous humans clumping about! The Island Sprites have
been taking care of them for generations. But Inna is frightened of them. And
now she has to take care of one of these giants herself – daydreaming Mo, of
all people, who lurches from one mess to the next. But when a dangerous storm
blows up all of a sudden, Inna knows who is behind it: the ancient goblin queen,
who is very, very angry. Inna knows why, too: the humans want to build a hotel
at the west end of the island, right in the middle of the nature reserve. There’s
only one person who can help her: Mo!

Kristina Scharmacher-Schreiber started filling A4
notebooks with island stories when she was a little girl.
Today, she is an author and translator, and prefers to
write on the computer. Her books have won several prizes,
including the German-French Children’s Literature Prize, the
Gustav-Heinemann Peace Prize for children’s and YA books,
and the Science Book of the Year. She still loves islands,
especially the ones in the far north.

Walko

Rob & Jonny

Malin Hörl studied design with a focus on
illustration at Münster’s Technical University.
Today, she lives near Frankfurt am Main,
where she works as a freelance author and
illustrator. She especially enjoys working with
watercolours and coloured pencils.

The Top-Secret Animal Chat Machine · Vol.1
ISBN 978-3-649-63471-3

NEW

Emil Einstein is zooming around the playground in his Inventormobile on the
first day after the school holidays, when something unexpected happens:
Max and Moritz, the annoying brothers from Year 4, challenge him to a race.
Inventormobile versus Turbo-Roller!
It’s a good job no one knows about the secret super apple juice that makes
Emil’s soapbox car go even faster! But all of a sudden, the juice disappears, and
Emil discovers some suspicious clues... Now he and his animal friends need two
good ideas: how to make an ingenious Thief-Scaring Trap, and a plan for how
Emil can win the race without using the super juice.

All rights available

• Loveable protagonist with
fascinating abilities
• Important issue: what does it mean to be human?
• Exciting setting: London

©Walko

©Suza Kolb

Rob is a robot. With his integrated 3D printer, he can produce pretty much
anything you need. He speaks all the world’s languages and can even talk to
animals. But most importantly, he is more sensitive and empathetic than many
flesh-and-blood creatures. And that is why he doesn’t want to lead the soulless
life that his inventor and his kind have laid out for him. He wants to be free, to
visit the greatest places in the world, and enjoy life. On the spur of the moment,
he bunks off and is soon on a plane – on his way to London...
Bestselling author and illustrator Walko brings a great deal of heart and
understanding to his story about a little robot who has more human qualities
than any human. Volume 2 will be published in autumn 2022.
Walter Kössler, alias Walko, started out in cartoons, as a background artist for
Walt Disney London and Steven Spielberg‘s Amblimation Studio, as well as a
production designer for numerous German film and TV productions. Through his
son he rediscovered his love for storytelling and his children‘s book series "Elder
Bear and Little Rabbit" has sold more than 300,000 copies in German.

9,000 copies sold
For all little tinkerers and inventors
A feel-good title with sympathetic protagonists
Story by "Oat Crew" author Suza Kolb, with
a child’s-eye view
Something unusual happens on Emil Einstein’s sixth birthday: first, his head
starts to itch like crazy. And then he has an idea. A really good idea for an
invention! Emil is soon tinkering away in his inventor’s laboratory, until the
ingenious Animal Chat Machine is finished. Bertha the mouse and Leonardo the
cat are delighted. At last, they can talk to Emil! But will the invention also help
the injured little tawny owl who has lost his tree-hole home? Luckily, it isn’t long
before Emil’s head starts to itch ominously once again...

Rob Bunks Off! ∙ Vol. 1
5+ / 48 pp. / hardcover with spot-UV varnish /
4-colour print / € 9.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64033-2
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Fiction

Fiction

New Friends for Early Readers

The World’s Best Thief-Scaring Trap · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-64032-5

Suza Kolb has been writing stories ever since she was
a little girl, with cheeky, wild heroes on four legs – or
sometimes two. Eventually she turned her hobby into
a career, and has now written many successful books
and audiobooks about her unusual heroes. Suza Kolb
gets her ideas for them largely from what she sees
around her. She not only met Albert Einstein in person;
as a child, she was once taken out in a taxi to go shopping with Einstein’s secretary.

NEW
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To Read On Your Own

Fiction

Fiction

To Read On Your Own

Flora Fleetbroom Goes to School series

Each title:
Eleni Livanios
6+ / 80 pp. / hardcover with holographic foil and spot-UV varnish /
4-colour print / € 9.00
All rights available

Meja Mermaid Goes to School series

• Over 75,000 copies sold of chapter books
• Popular character – perfect for children
just starting to read
• A new school subject: broom flying!
• With an activity at the end of every chapter

Each title:
Erik Ole Lindström / Alexandra Langenbeck
6+ / 72 pp. / hardcover with holographic foil and spot-UV varnish /
4-colour print / € 9.00
All rights available

• Over 80,000 copies of the read-aloud books sold;
now experience Meja in a new format
• School fun in the underwater world
• Ideal for beginner readers
• With an activity page at the end of every chapter
Meja can hardly wait: Mrs Dotta is taking them on their first school trip today!
But when the excursion ends at two water hills, all the merchildren have long
faces. How boring! Then suddenly the hills start to twitch and trundle about,
and two gigantic golden-shelled turtles look kindly down at the startled
schoolchildren. What a surprise! Now the school trip can really get going!
Meja Mermaid stories for new readers – with simple sentences, lots of colourful
pictures, and fun puzzles and games at the end of every chapter.

A Blubbering Good School Trip · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63708-0

Finally, Flora is allowed to fly her own broom! The little witch is a real natural, and is
soon looking forward to the big flying display at the end of the school year. But what’s
this? Suddenly, her broom starts going completely crazy – nothing works any more.
And to cap it all, Flora feels more and more alone in flying practice. Will she manage
to tame her broom, and to find the thing she wants most of all: a best friend?
An encouraging story for all children who are learning something new – even if it’s
swimming rather than broom-flying...

The Enchanted Broom · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63905-3

NEW

NEW

It’s a magical time at the Shell Box Primary School: the teacher, Mrs Dotta, is
putting on a school play. And Meja Mermaid, the wildest mermaid for miles
around, is going to play the princess! After a few turbulent rehearsals and some
comical mishaps, the big day arrives: the school hall starts to fill up... and all of a
sudden, Meja gets butterflies in her tummy. So badly that she tumbles onto the
stage and forgets her lines. Will the performance be a success all the same?

© Erik Ole Lindström

ISBN 978-3-649-64110-0
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NEW

Erik Ole Lindström was born in Stockholm in 1979.
He worked in television for many years. He is now a
writer and journalist. He thought up the story of “Meja
Mermaid” for his own children. Lindström lives on one
of Stockholm’s skerry islands with his four-year-old son,
eight-year-old daughter and the family dog.

Mermaid Mayhem at School · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63707-3

A Magical First Day at School · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63611-3

© Eleni Livanios

What a Mermaid Drama! · Vol. 3

Eleni Livanios was born in Graz in 1975.
Even as a little girl, she loved to write
and illustrate stories – and both have
remained her great passion to this day.
Following a degree in art history, she now
writes and illustrates for a number of
German publishers. She lives in Graz with
her two children.
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Backlist Treasures

The popular competitive riding series 
in a new design

Skye series

Each title:
Lina Frisch
14+ / 464–496 pp. / hardcover with holographic
foil and spot-UV varnish / € 20.00
All rights available

• A tension-driven, perceptive
dystopia about discrimination and
populism
• From the pro-regime servant to
passionate rebel
• Nominated for Buxtehuder Bulle
prize (best YA shortlist)

Tessa series

Each title:
Antje Szillat
10+ / 192 pp. / hardcover with foil and spot-UV varnish / € 11.00
All rights available

• Relaunch with gorgeous cover design
• Successful author Antje Szillat returns with an authentic,
thrilling story from the world of competitive horse-riding
• In cooperation with multi-Olympic medallist and dressage
world champion Nicole Uphoff
Tessa’s whole life revolves around riding. And so her world collapses when her beloved pony
is badly injured during a hack. But then she happens across the young Hannoverian mare
Ronja. Tessa is captivated by this spirited but shy creature. Will she manage to win Ronja’s
trust and train the mare up to become a dressage horse?
The series for show-jumping fans – full of big emotions, adventures and a real love of horses!

Fiction

Fiction

For Horse Lovers

Falling Skye · Vol. 1

Rising Skye · Vol. 2

Can You Trust your Own Mind?

Will your Feelings Save You?

ISBN 978-3-649-63344-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63366-2

Horse Lovers series

Each title:
Alexia Meyer-Kahlen
10+ / 240 pp. / hardcover with foil / € 12.00

The Heart Decides · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63456-0

All rights available

• Highly emotional – inspired by
true events
• More than 120,000 followers and subscribers on
Instagram, YouTube and Facebook
After her dream of competing in the Olympics is dashed, Paula turns her back on eventing.
With her new stallion, the high-spirited La Vie, she explores the world of free riding, playful
flatwork, jogging side by side, just horsing around together… But it soon becomes clear
that the pair also make a great competitive team. Just as Paula is starting to feel at home
in the world of shows and amateur dressage, she gets a chance of going to the Olympics
with La Vie. Competitive sport or free riding – which will Paula choose?

Heart to Heart
Together We’re Free
ISBN 978-3-649-63214-6

Galloping Towards Happiness · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63912-0

NEW

After a bumpy start, Tessa and the young black mare Ronja
have really bonded – partly thanks to the help of her genius
trainer. But the pair still have a difficult path ahead of them
before they can win their first rosette. Tessa goes through a
lot of highs and lows with her impetuous horse, until finally
making the big breakthrough: being allowed to ride Ronja
in the Nicole Uphoff Cup...
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A Friend for Life · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-64107-0

NEW

Tessa is on cloud nine: she and her mare Ronja have
qualified for the Nicole Uphoff Youth Championships! But
suddenly, Tessa starts to falter during training, and seems a
bit distracted. Does it have something to do with the new
boy rider who is turning all the girls’ heads at the stables?
Will Tessa get her nerve back and do well in the finals all
the same?

Wild Soul

Endless Trust

We are One

Nothing Can Keep us Apart

ISBN 987-3-649-63215-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63062-3
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Backlist Treasures

Fiction

Fiction

Backlist Treasures

Little Hully Boo series

Each title:
Ulrike Rogler / Simone Veenstra / Mareikje Vogler
5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover / 4-colour print / € 13.00
All rights available

• Books of the successful German audio drama series
• More than 2 million German audio dramas sold and over
60 million streams of the “Hully Boo” brand

Cally Stronk & Christian Friedrich / Constanze von Kitzing

Kalle Cool and the Thing about
Friendship
Laila El Omari

All rights available

14+ / 256 pp. / hardcover / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-67019-3

12+ / 368 pp. / hardcover / € 16.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62377-9

All rights available

All rights available

What We are Capable of

• Read-aloud book with comic
elements – super-cute and super-cool
• The coolest hamster band in the world
Spooked and Bewitched! · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63169-9

Erik Ole Lindström / Sonja Bougaeva

The Wonderful Winter Journey
of Selma Larsson
6+ / 192 pp. / hardcover with canvas back /
4-colour and 1-colour print / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63500-0
All rights available

Spooking is a Learned Trade! · Vol. 2

• A personal vendetta among friends
• Modern take on The Count of Monte Christo theme
• Profoundly intense and full of gripping intrigues

Back to Yesterday

• Hot topic of the season: 16,000 copies sold
• One time-turner and a whole lot of chaos
• A fantastic celebration of friendship

ISBN 978-3-649-63448-5

Andrea Russo / Tobias Goldschalt

Dino Terra series (8 vols.)

Sarah Bosse / Cornelia Haas / Marie Braner

Green Witch

The Adventures of Mats Holmberg

Christmas in Pepper Alley

6+ / 192 pp. / hardcover / with canvas back /
4-colour and 1-colour print / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62947-4

8+ / 184 pp. / hardcover / with cardboard
spine cover and gold foil / € 12.99
ISBN 978-3-649-62551-3

10+ / 240 pp. / hardcover with foil / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-67039-1

Each title:
Fabian Lenk / Tobias Goldschalt
8+ / 122 pp. / hardcover / € 9.95

Rights sold to: Russia

Rights sold to (series): Italy

All rights available

All rights available

Erik Ole Lindström / Sonja Bougaeva
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Katrin Lankers

5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover / 4-colour print / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63721-9

• Exciting adventure novels set
in Sweden
• 13,000 copies sold (Mats) and
7,000 (Selma)

• 12,000 copies sold
• Warm-hearted story

• Highs and lows in the life of a young witch
• Modern, sassy witch character
• For fans of The Magic Flower Shop and
Four Magical Sisters

• Non-stop dino action!
• Bestselling author: 2.5 million copies sold
• 85,000 copies sold of series
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Backlist Treasures
Kai Lüftner / Günther Jakobs

Fiction

Fiction

Backlist Treasures

Scaredy-Frog
An Animal Crime Story in Green –
er, Blue
9+ / 208 pp. / 16 x 19.5 cm / hardcover /
3-colour print / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62135-5

Mill Valley Pony Stables series

RIghts sold to: Hungary

Each title:
Sarah Bosse / Cathy Ionescu
8+ / 128 pp. / hardcover / with “mane” plait / € 10.00

• A quirky animal crime story:
a frog on a mission
• By cult author Kai Lüftner
und bestseller illustrator
Günther Jakobs
• In praise of everyone who
overcomes their fears

Rights sold to (series): Hungary (former edition)

You Can Do it,
Anna · Vol. 1

Pluck up Courage,
Anna · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-62721-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62458-5

• More than 200,000 copies of the original
series sold
• Great extra feature! Removable “mane”
plait: use as a bookmark or a hair accessory

The Finstersteins series
Each title:
Kai Lüftner / Fréderic Bertrand
9+ / 244-256 pp. / hardcover / with
special colour and coloured page
edges / € 12.99
All rights available

Don’t Wake the
Dead … · Vol. 1

You Can’t Keep a Dead
Man Down! · Vol. 2

Last One‘s a Crocodile‘s
Dinner · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-61908-6

ISBN 978-3-649-61909-3

ISBN 978-3-649-61910-3

• Humorous horror series
• Multi-talented Kai
Lüftner pulls out all
the stops
• Loveable anti-hero
meets dead noble
family

Anna Doesn’t
Give Up · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649- 63167-5

A Friend for
Anna · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-63168-2

Unicorn Paradise series

Each title:
Anna Blum / Julia Gerigk / Monika Finsterbusch
5+ / 128 pp. / hardcover with glitter and spot-UV varnish / 4-colour
print / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Israel, Czech Republic, Hungary, Russia

• Written with heart and
humour by brilliant storyteller
Matthias Morgenroth
• Courage and "not quite
perfect" family

Matthias Morgenroth / Astrid Henn

Z for Zorro
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• More than 60,000 copies sold
• Based on an idea by Princess Lillifee author

The Magic Wish · Vol. 1

The Magic of Friendship · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-62456-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62562-9

The Festival of Wishes · Vol. 3

Rescue for Rosie · Vol. 4

The Enchanted Island · Vol. 5

The Land in the Clouds · Vol. 6

ISBN 978-3-649-62860-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62862-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63379-2

ISBN 978-3-649-63380-8

Matthias Morgenroth / Marloes de Vries and Astrid Henn

Kidnapping Granny

8+ / 184 pp. / hardcover with relief varnish / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62880-4

8+ / 176 pp. / hardcover / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62856-9

All rights available

All rights available
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Backlist Treasures

• Strong commercial theme: a girl who talks to animals
• Bestselling author Antje Szillat

Fabulous Felina series:

Each title:
Antje Szillat / Angela Glökler
8+ / 144 pp. / hardcover with foil / € 10.00

Fiction

Fiction

Backlist Treasures

Meja Mermaid series

Each title:
Erik Ole Lindström / Wiebke Rauers
6+ / 128 pp. / hardcover with holographic
foil / 4-colour print / € 13.00

Rights sold to (series): Czech Republic, Denmark, The Netherlands

Rights sold to (series): Israel, Russia

• A series with a strong backlist:
80,000 copies sold
• Raising awareness of marine pollution
in an age-appropriate way
• Volume 7 in autumn 2022

The Secret of Lucky
Clover Farm · Vol. 1

The Pony Miracle · Vol. 2

The Tale of the Wolf · Vol. 3

Monkey Business · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-649-62137-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62694-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62861-3

Meja Mermaid · Vol. 1

Saving Little Dolphin · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-62346-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62347-2

The Sunken Ship · Vol. 3

The Legendary Sea
Monster · Vol. 4

Meja Mermaid Saves the
Little Polar Bear · Vol. 5

Meja Mermaid Helps the
Baby Turtles · Vol. 6

ISBN 978-3-649-62698-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62942-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62943-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62136-2

Penny Pony series:

Each title:
Patricia Schröder / Sabine Rothmund
8+ / 144-160 pp. / hardcover / special colour / € 11.00

• Unique combination: comic novel plus popular pony theme
• Penny and Pia find adventure everywhere

Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified), Czech Republic, The Netherlands

ISBN 978-3-649-62693-0

Flora Fleetbroom series:
Each title:
Eleni Livanios
5+ / 144 pp. / hardcover with glitter / 4-colour print / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Romania, Russia, Vietnam

A Very Stable
Friendship · Vol. 1

A Class Trip with
a Horse · Vol. 2

Backing the Wrong
Horse · Vol. 3

Four Hooves for a
Hallelujah · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-649-62401-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62402-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62403-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62453-0

• For all big and small friends of witches
• Fully illustrated chapter books for
early readers
• 75,000 copies sold
The Secret of the Witch Wood · Vol. 1

Cherry Valley Pony series

ISBN 978-3-649-62085-3

Each title:
Berit Bach / Heike Vogel
6+ / 108 pp. / hardcover / € 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Hungary

• Strong theme: boarding
school and ponies
• School adventure full of
courage, friendship and
the love of horses
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A Lucky Horse
for Emma · Vol. 1

Emma’s Big
Competition · Vol. 2

The Mystery of the
Black Pony · Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-67075-9

ISBN 978-3-649-67076-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62504-9

The Hurly Burly of the Wild
Weather Witches · Vol. 2

The Enchanted Witches´
Herb · Vol. 3

Saving Witchrose
Valley · Vol. 4

Winter Magic in Witch
Village · Vol. 5

ISBN 978-3-649-62086-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66882-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62267-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62455-4
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Cloth Books

Ball Books

Maike Taddicken

My Snuggle-Soft Activity Book

6+

months
months

Rattle and roll

NEW

Little Butterfly
3m+ / 8 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cloth book / with rattle, squeaker,
crackle foil, mirror and various materials in display packaging
(ca. 17 x 24.5 x 2.5 cm) / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61818-8

Board Books

Board Books

3+

months

My First Ball Book series
Each title:
Christine Kugler
6m+ / 14 pp. / 18 x 15.5 cm / cardboard / with die-cut holes
and rotatable rattle ball / € 8.00
Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Latvia

Rights sold to: Italy, Spain (Spanish)

• Lots of different play effects
• Encourages children to explore
with all their senses
• More than 30,000 copies sold
across the series!

• With sturdy, turnable rattle ball
• Stimulates the eyes, hands and ears
of very young children
• Successful series: more than
95,000 copies sold
Little Rolly Rabbit

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63746-2

Maike Taddicken

My Favourite Cuddle Book

NEW

Baby Animals
3m+ / 8 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cloth book
with crackle foil, applique patches and loop hanger
in display pack (12 x 16 x 3 cm) / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63745-5
All rights available

• Cuddle-soft fabric
• With cloth ears and high-quality
applique patches on the cover
• With crackle foil
Little Rolly Rocket
ISBN 978-3-649-64081-3

NEW

Find more

Ball Books
on Page 49!

My Favourite Crackle-Cuddle Book series
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
3m+ / 8 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cloth book with
loop hanger / with crackle foil / € 8.00
All rights available

• With crackle foil
• Ideal for little hands
• With loop hanger
Little Rolly Bug
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Farmyard Animals

Baby Animals

ISBN 978-3-649-63636-6

ISBN 978-3-649-63635-9

ISBN 978-3-649-67026-1
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Feel & Reveal

Where are You?
Anne Mussenbrock

Where are You?
A Joyful Lift-the-Flap Book
18m+ / 22 pp. / 18 x 18 cm /
cardboard with large flaps / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63732-5

Feel and Reveal: What’s that Animal? series
Each title:
18m+ / 10 pp. / 18.5 x 18.5 cm / cardboard / with 6
touch-and-feel elements / € 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Sweden, Norway

10+
12+

months

• Mama, where are you?
• 20 joyful transformative flaps
• Unique and surprising

Board Books

Board Books

18+

months

All rights available

• Wide variety of touch-and-feel elements
• Basic information about animals

So many Baby Animals

NEW

S u r p ris e –
t h e r e ’s Pa p a !

ISBN 978-3-649-63863-6

Mama, Where are You? series
Each title:
Henrike Wilson
12m+ / 16 pp. / 17 x 17 cm / cardboard with flaps / € 8.00
Rights sold to (series): France

, em otio n al p h ot o s o f a n im al s
W i t h l a rg e
c o m b i n at i o n o f p h o t o s a n d i l l u s t rat i o n s
w
e
n
h
s
e
Fr

Wild Animals

Where are you, Mama Bear?

NEW

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63753-0

ISBN 978-3-649-64049-3
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• Large flaps for searching and finding
• The picture-book illustrator Henrike Wilson,
now in board books!

My Pets

On the Farm

ISBN 978-3-649-63122-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63391-4

Little Tiger Tim

Little Fritzi Fox

ISBN 978-3-649-63533-8

ISBN 978-3-649-63496-6
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Yayo Kawamura

Yayo Kawamura

9+

months

My Felt Touch-and-Feel Book series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
9m+ / 10 pp. / 15.5 x 16.0 cm / hardcover /
with felt and die-cut shapes / € 10.00

• Brightly coloured felt between every page
• Unusual die-cut edges: every page is a different shape
• Colourful, age-appropriate design

My Felt Touch-and-Feel Book
Panorama series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
9m+ / 8 pp. / 16 x 25 cm / cardboard / with
die-cut edges, felt and die-cut shapes / € 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Spain (Catalan, Spanish)

Board Books

Board Books

9+

months

Rights sold to (series): Croatia, Latvia, Spain (Catalan, Spanish)

• Brightly coloured felt between every page
• Design targeted to age group with large,
friendly faces

NEW

Scuttle, Scuttle, Little Bug!
ISBN 978-3-649-63880-3

Cock-a-Doodle-Doo! Who Lives on the Farm?
ISBN 978-3-649-64096-7

NEW

Rustle, Rustle! Who Lives in the Woods?

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64097-4

Trip Trap, Little Pony!

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63881-0

My Felt Touch-and-Feel Book
for the Buggy series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
9m+ / 10 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard with
buggy tie / with felt and die-cut shapes / € 8.00
Rights sold to (series): Spain (Catalan, Spanish)

Farm
Quack, Quack!
ISBN 978-3-649-64027-1
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NEW

Wild Animals
Torrooo!

NEW

Under the Sea

In the Woods

Lullaby, Lovely Moon!

Tickle-tickle, Little Koala!

ISBN 978-3-649-63726-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63727-1

ISBN 978-3-649-63724-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63725-7

ISBN 978-3-649-64028-8

31

months

New Character by

aprilkind

Our Bestsellers

24+
months

The Grumbletroll series
Based on an idea by aprilkind / Julia Bierkandt

Nuffi and his Dummy

Each title:
aprilkind / Barbara van den Speulhof / Stephan Pricken
3+ / 30 pp. / 16 x 21 cm / cardboard / matte effect
with spot-UV varnish / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63796-7
Picture book rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, China (Simplified),
Denmark, Korea, Lithuania, The Netherlands, Portugal, Romania,
Russia, Spain (Catalan, Spanish), USA (World English)

NEW

24m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 21 cm / cardboard with textured
elements and die-cut window / with magnetic pages and
magnetic toy dummy / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63892-6
All rights available

•
•
•
•

Board Books

Board Books

24+

• Volume 2 now also available as board picture book
• Easy to handle size and sturdy pages
• More than 200,000 copies of the picture and board
picture books sold!

Includes magnetic felt dummy
Age-appropriate interactive format
From the inventors of the Grumbletroll
More than 17,000 copies sold in the first
six months!

The Grumbletroll... isn’t Grumbling
Today!? · Vol. 2

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64062-2
Based on an idea by aprilkind / Julia Bierkandt

NEW

Nuffi and his Nappy
24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 22 cm / cardboard with textured
elements, die-cut holes and fabric nappy / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64038-7
All rights available

• Important topics: getting out of nappies
and toilet training
• Includes high-quality fabric play
nappy with Velcro fastener

The Grumbletroll · Vol.1
ISBN 978-3-649-63796-7

Kai Lüftner / Wiebke Rauers

Fartypops, the Rattle-Dragon

NEW

24m+ / 28 pp. / 16 x 21 cm / cardboard with spot-UV varnish /
with fart button / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64001-1
All rights available

• The picture book bestseller, now on sturdy pages
• Funny extra: built-in fart sound
• More than 177,000 copies of the picture book sold!
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Based on an idea by aprilkind / Julia Bierkandt

Based on an idea by aprilkind / Julia Bierkandt

Based on an idea by aprilkind / Julia Bierkandt

Hello, Nuffi

Goodnight, Nuffi

Ouch, Nuffi

24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with textured
elements and die-cut window / with mirror / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63663-2
All rights available

24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with textured
elements and die-cut window / with slider / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63598-7

24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with textured
elements and die-cut window / with pull-tab / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63599-4

All rights available

All rights available

33

months

Peephole Books

Favourite Characters

18+

months

First Letters from Felix
My First Peephole Touch-and-Feel Book series
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
12m+ / 10 pp. / 18.5 x 18.5 cm / cardboard with peephole
and spot-UV varnish / with cardboard flaps, felt flaps and touchand-feel elements / € 10.00
All rights available

• Flaps to flip and lots to feel for little hands!
• Guess where the animals are
• Great combination of flaps, peepholes and
touch-and-feel elements

Each title:
Annette Langen / Constanza Droop
18m+ / 12 pp. / 18 x 18 cm / cardboard with spot-UV
varnish and flaps / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63949-7
Rights sold to (series): Iceland, Israel, Poland, Slovenia

Board Books

Board Books

12-18

• At last: a very first collection of
letters for little ones
• Lovingly created texts and short
questions encourage interaction
• With sturdy flaps for opening
the letters
First Letters from Felix

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63949-7

First Christmas
Letters from Felix

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64305-0

Rolf Fänger & Ulrike Möltgen

NEW

The Little Moon Bear
Little Beetle, Where Are You?
ISBN 978-3-649-64037-0

NEW

Little Chick, Where Are You?
ISBN 978-3-649-63917-6

NEW

24m+ / 14 pp. / 19.4 x 19.4 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63342-6
All rights available

• The Moon Bear gives us the loveliest dreams!
• Helping children get to sleep since 2001
• Unique, timeless story and illustrations

Rolf Fänger & Ulrike Möltgen

The Little Moon Bear Says Goodnight

NEW

24m+ / 18 pp. / 21 x 21 cm / cardboard with
spot-UV varnish / with index tabs / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64015-8
All rights available

• With index tabs – so every child can quickly find
their favourite story!
• 8 bedtime stories

Sybille Brauer

Twiddle-Wriggle

My Funny Finger Book

NEW

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with finger holes / € 5.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63897-1
All rights available
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Marlit Peikert

My Favourite Peephole
Touch-and-Feel Book

12m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with
peephole and felt / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63733-2
All rights available
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Yayo Kawamura

Yayo Kawamura

18+

months

Board Books

Board Books

18+

months

Pull-tabs and flaps series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 16 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard /
with pull-tabs and flaps / € 12.00
Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, China (Simplified), Croatia,
Denmark, France, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Norway,
Spain (Basque, Catalan, Spanish)

• With large pull-tabs and flaps
• There is no place like home: watch PePe &
Milli bake, draw and make music

Yayo Kawamura

Yayo Kawamura

Yayo Kawamura

PePe & Milli Discover Numbers

What PePe Likes

What Milli Likes

ISBN 978-3-649-63332-7

18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61228-5

18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61229-2

Rights sold to: Finland, Latvia,
Spain (Catalan, Spanish)

Rights sold to: Finland, Latvia,
Spain (Catalan, Spanish)

PePe & Milli at Home
ISBN 978-3-649-63884-1
15.01.21 16:25
ZU HAUSE BEI PEPE und MILL 22-23

Yayo Kawamura

Yayo Kawamura

PePe & Milli are
Looking for Things

PePe & Milli
Who’s That Knocking?

18m+ / 14 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with flaps / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66690-5

18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard with flaps / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61735-8

Rights sold to: Croatia,
Denmark, Italy

Rights sold to: China (Simplified)
Croatia, Spain (Catalan)

Yayo Kawamura

Listen, PePe & Milli
are Making Music
PePe & Milli Look for Colours

PePe and Milli on the Farm

ISBN 978-3-649-62927-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62552-0

Play Hide-and-Seek with
PePe & Milli
ISBN 978-3-649-61044-1

18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm /
hardcover/ sound strip with 5
sounds / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61529-3
Rights sold to: Bulgaria,
Italy, Spain (Catalan,
Spanish)

Yayo Kawamura

Through the Seasons with PePe & Milli

NEW

18m+ / 16 pp. / cardboard / with pull-tabs and flaps / € 12.00
Order no. 79199
Rights sold to: Denmark, Spain (Basque, Catalan, Spanish)

PePe & Milli Have
to go Potty

Good Night, PePe & Milli

A Day with PePe & Milli

ISBN 978-3-649-61344-2

ISBN 978-3-649-61043-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62265-9
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Books with Sliders

Books by Klaus Baumgart

24+
months

Playful stories by bestselling artist
Beppo series
Each title:
Stephan Lomp
18m+ / 14 pp. / 18.5 x 18.5 cm / cardboard / with pull
tabs, flaps and wheels to turn / € 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Finland, Norway, Spain
(Basque, Catalan, Spanish)

• Interactive effects on multiple pages
• Illustrations with a wealth of detail,
to prompt storytelling
• Radiant, contemporary colour scheme

Klaus Baumgart

Good Night, Karli

Board Books

Board Books

18+

months

NEW

24m+ / 30 pp. / 18.5 x 18.5 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63869-8
All rights available

•
•
•
•

Beppo on the Building Site

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63801-8

Beppo on the Farm

From the inventor of "Laura’s Star"
A playful, imaginative bedtime book
Complete, lovingly-told story
An incredibly lovable cat character

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63802-5

Klaus Baumgart

Oh!

NEW

24m+ / 28 pp. / 23 x 18 cm / cardboard with
spot-UV varnish / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64222-0
All rights available

• Learn about cause and effect
• Modern design and endearing characters
• With an important message

Beppo in the Fire Brigade
ISBN 978-3-649-63999-2

NEW

Goodnight, Beppo!
ISBN 978-3-649-64000-4

NEW

With more than 13 million of his books sold worldwide,
Klaus Baumgart is one the most successful picture-book artists
on the international stage. The world-famous graphic designer
has received numerous prizes and awards. In 1999 he became the
first German author to be nominated for the UK’s Children’s
Book Award for his bestseller Laura’s Star. Alongside his work as
an author and illustrator, Klaus Baumgart taught in the Design
Communication faculty at HTW Berlin for several years.
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Successful Series with a New Twist
• First facts for little animal lovers
• More than 60 animal photos
• A book they’ll look at again and again

My Animal World Discovery series
Each title:
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 8.00
Former editions sold to: Bulgaria, Italy, Romania

18+

Successful Themes

Dagmar Chidolue / Maria Wissmann & Renate Cossmann

Cuddle, Slumber, Dream

months

NEW

Board Books

Board Books

18+

months

Bedtime Stories
18m+ / 42 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard / € 5.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63898-8
All rights available

• Convenient format
• A story on every double-page spread
• 20 bedtime stories

My Favourite Animals in Winter

NEW

My Favourite Animals

ISBN 978-3-649-63919-0

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64068-4

So Many Big Vehicles series
Each title:
Stefan Seidel
24m+ / 28 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.00
Former editions sold to: China (Simplified),
Czech Republic, Denmark

My Elf Search-and-Find Book series
Each title:
24m+ / 14 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with flocking / € 10.00
Former editions sold to: China (Simplified)

So Many Big Vehicles in Action

• Flocking on every page
• Popular concept: search and find
• Where is Mats with the velvety pointed hat?

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63990-9

• Continuous stories about THE favourite vehicles
• 3 stories in one book
Outi Kaden

My Spring Elf Search-and-Find Book

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64070-7

Kristina Schaefer / Outi Kaden

My Christmas Elf Search-and-Find Book
ISBN 978-3-649-63920-6

NEW
Stefan Seidel

So Many Big Vehicles at Work

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64069-1
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41

months

Successful Series Year-Round

24+
24+

Everyday Stories
NEW

Anne Mussenbrock

The Goodnight Express

•
•
•
•

24m+ / 16 pp. / 22.7 x 17 cm / cardboard / with 5
plastic stars and glitter / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64014-1

Kerstin Völker

Rights sold to: France

We’re Going to Nursery

Beautiful bedtime story
Encourages reciting and counting
With 5 glittering stars
Perfect for the daily bedtime ritual

Patrick Fix

The Christmas Express
24m+ / 16 pp. / 22.7 x 17 cm / cardboard / with plastic gifts / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63544-4

months

The Lovely Seven

NEW

Board Books

Board Books

24+

Are you Coming too?
24m+ / 20 pp. / 18 x 18 cm / cardboard / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63803-2
All rights available

• Shows diversity as a natural part of life
• Reassuring and encouraging
• A loving way to prepare children for nursery

• Successor of beloved
The Easter Egg Express
• Fun rhymes to count along

Rights sold to: Croatia

Christine Kugler

My First Read-Along Search-and-Find Book

NEW

Our Colourful House
24m+ / 18 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / cardboard / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64064-6
Rights sold to: Slovenia

• Detailed search-and-find pictures create lots of
storytelling prompts
• As diverse and colourful as life itself
• Read along: many words replaced by pictures
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Anna Taube / Anne Mussenbrock

Anne Mussenbrock

5 Eggs in the Hay for Easter Day!

The Easter Egg Express

ISBN 978-3-649-62001-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63120-0

Rights sold to: France, Greece

Rights sold to: France, Greece
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Search a Picture – Find a Word Series

Search a Picture – Find a Word Series

18+

months

Search a Picture – Find a Word series

My First Search-and-Find Pictures series

Each title:
Sibylle Brauer
18m+ / 14 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm / cardboard / € 10.00

Each title:
18m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / cardboard / € 9.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66761-2

Board Books

Board Books

12+

months

Rights sold to (series): Croatia, Czech Republic, Georgia, Slovenia

All rights available

• NEW: very first search-and-find pictures
• Strong topic: animals
• Successful concept: Read-along text
encourages language acquisition

• Language acquisition made fun
• More than 20 vignettes and large search-and-find
scenes on every page
• Bestselling concept
Sybille Brauer

At the Nursery

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64261-9

Sybille Brauer, Hans-Günther Döring

With the Animals

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-66761-2

At the Nursery
ISBN 978-3-649-63600-7

Sybille Brauer
Search a Picture, Find a Word

100 First Words
12m+ / 20 pp. / 15.5 x 15.5 cm
hardcover with board pages / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63580-2
All rights available

• Board pages are light
as a feather
• The 100 most important
words

Search a Picture – Find a Word Mini series
Each title:
12m+ / 18 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard / € 5.00
Rights sold to (series): Croatia, Denmark, Georgia, Slovenia,
Sweden, The Netherlands

• More than 50 words encourage
to name objects
• Promotes language acquisition

Find a Word

So Many Animals

ISBN 978-3-8157-4125-2

ISBN 978-3-649-66897-8

Sybille Brauer

Everything on the Farm
ISBN 978-3-649-62921-4

Hans-Günther Döring /
Constanze Schargan

Search Along with
the Animals
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Sybille Brauer

Sybille Brauer

Sybille Brauer

Stefan Seidel

All my Words

All My Colours

All my Animals

All my Vehicles

ISBN 978-3-649-61973-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63183-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62488-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62489-9

ISBN 978-3-649-60228-6
Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Sweden

Melanie Brockamp / Hartmut Bieber

Sybille Brauer

Search in the Countryside
ISBN 978-3-649-62713-5

Come and Search
in my World

Rights sold to: China (Simplified),

ISBN 978-3-649-60199-9

Estonia

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Estonia

Stefan Seidel / Melanie
Brockamp / Stefanie Klassen

Search Along with the
Vehicles
ISBN 978-3-649-62335-9
Rights sold to: China
(Simplified) Estonia, Sweden
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months

Sound Books

Play Books for Little Hands

minifants

Have a Feel series
Each title:
Hartmut Bieber
18m+ / 12 pp. / 9.2 x 9.2 cm / cardboard with peephole /
with felt touch-and-feel elements on 4 pages / € 6.00

• Cuddly thick mini format with play effect on every page!
• With 4 large felt flaps
• With peephole on the cover

24+
months

Index Tabs Sound series
Each title:
Anna Taube / Günther Jakobs
24m+ / 14 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with 5 sounds
and index tabs / € 14.00

All rights available

Board Books

Board Books

24+

Former editions sold to (series): Denmark, The Netherlands, Norway, Sweden

• Top topic: bedtime
• Funny story with incredibly humorous illustrations
• 5 realisitic noises: sounds in the index

Feel This, Little Dog!

Feel This, Little Fish!

Feel This, Little Bee!

Feel This, Little Dino!

ISBN 978-3-649-63542-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63543-7

ISBN 978-3-649-63364-8

ISBN 978-3-649-63363-1

Who’s That Snoring?

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63229-0

Have a Feel, Little Bug!

Have a Feel, Little Frog!

Have a Feel, Little Mouse!

Have a Feel, Little Tiger!

ISBN 978-3-649-63423-2

ISBN 978-3-649-63425-6

ISBN 978-3-649-63426-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63424-9

• Our successful format: small size, super thick!
• Now with large fold-out pages!
• Detailed illustrations

minifants

Flip Flap series
Each title:
18m+ / 12 pp. / 9.2 x 9.2 cm / cardboard with
peephole / with fold-out pages / € 6.00
Rights sold to (series): Russia

Who’s That Tooting?
ISBN 978-3-649-63172-9
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Marlit Peikert

Kerstin M. Schuld

Kerstin M. Schuld

Marlit Peikert

Flip-Flap, in My Workshop

Flip-Flap, All Aboard!

Flip-Flap, Who’s Driving?

Flip-Flap, At My Nursery

ISBN 978-3-649-63577-2

ISBN 978-3-649-63709-7

ISBN 978-3-649-63710-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63576-5

Maria Wissmann

Maria Wissmann

Maria Wissmann

Maria Wissmann

Who’s That Farting?

Who’s That Roaring?

Flip Flap, in my Zoo

Flip Flap, in my House

Flip Flap, on my Farmyard

Flip Flap, in my Town

ISBN 978-3-649-63565-9

ISBN 978-3-649-63564-2

ISBN 978-3-649-63434-8

ISBN 978-3-649-63431-7

ISBN 978-3-649-63432-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63433-1
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months

Backlist Treasures

Bodo Bear’s World

OVER 20 YEARS OF

6-12
months

My First Ball Book series (7 titles)
Each title:
Christine Kugler
6m+ / 14 pp. / 18 x 15.5 cm /
cardboard / with die-cut holes
and rotatable rattle ball / € 8.00

• Successful series: over 550,000 copies
sold internationally
• Rights originally sold to 9 countries
• Everyday stories for young children
• More than 20 titles available

Board Books

Board Books

24+

Rights sold to (series):
Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Latvia

5 titles available
in this format
Little Rolly Crab

Little Bear

ISBN 978-3-649-63202-3

ISBN 978-3-649-67027-8

My First Ball Buggy Book series
(4 titles)
Each title:
Christine Kugler
6m+ / 10 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard,
with rattle ball and buggy tie / € 9.00
All rights available

Hartmut Bieber

Look, This is Where
Bodo Bear Lives

Crooaak!

Squeak!

ISBN 978-3-649-63729-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62787-6

My Wild World

24m+ / 18 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / cardboard
with die-cut edges / with flaps / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63170-5
Rights sold to: Iceland, Croatia, Slovenia

My Favorite Animals series

9 titles available
in this format

Each title:
Anne Mußenbrock
10m+ / 12 pp. / 10.5 x 10.5 cm / cardboard / € 5.00
Rights sold to (series): Belgium (Dutch)

Bodo Bear Die-Cut Tab series
Each title:
Hartmut Bieber
24m+ / 14 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with
die-cut index tabs / € 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Croatia, Slovenia

Bodo Bear on the Farm

Bodo Bear at Home

ISBN 978-3-649-63562-8

ISBN 978-3-649-63563-5

• The classic – sensitively
modernised
• Detailed and relatable: perfect
for very young children
• With dictionary page and
die-cut tabs

At the Seaside

In the Zoo

In the Countryside

In the Woods

ISBN 978-3-649-63129-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63130-9

ISBN 978-3-649-62896-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62895-8

Open the Door, Shut
the Door series
Each title:
12m+ / 14 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard / with flaps / € 8.00
Rights sold to (series):
Croatia, Finland, Israel,
Norway, Sweden
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Barbara Jelenkovich

Carolina Ramirez

Carolina Ramirez

Open the Door,
Shut the Door

Open the Door, Shut the
Door! At Kindergarten

ISBN 978-3-649-63160-6

ISBN 978-3-649-63334-1

Bodo Bear at Kindergarten

Bodo Bear at the Seaside

Open the Door,
Shut the Door

ISBN 978-3-649-63330-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63331-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66758-2

• Open and shut!
• With large flaps
• Everyday life in a book
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Backlist Treasures

Backlist Treasures

18+

months

From Near to Far series
Each title: Yousun Koh
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard with peephole / with die-cut shapes / € 7.00
Rights sold to (series): Russia

Where is Henri Hare?

Where is Frido Frog?

Where is Pipo Penguin?

Where is Ella Owl?

ISBN 978-3-649-63656-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63218-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62495-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62496-7

Board Books

Board Books

18+

months

Have a Go: Feel and Search! series
The Little Bumble Bee

The Little Frog

The Little Bug

The Little Snail

ISBN 978-3-649-62339-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62338-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62289-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62290-1

Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard / with flocking
and special colours / € 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Belgium (Dutch), China (Simplified),
Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Italy, Slovakia,
Spain (Spanish), USA (World English)

Which Animal Lives Here? series
Each title:
Marlit Peikert
18m+ / 12 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / with die-cut edges and pull-tabs / € 8.00
All rights available

Where is Karla Cat?
ISBN 978-3-649-62553-7

Cock-a-Doodle-Doo!

Toowit-Toowoo!

Quack-Quack!

Too-Roo!

ISBN 978-3-649-62960-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62961-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63465-2

ISBN 978-3-649-63466-9

• With flocking on the cover and all inside pages
• Special colour printing for extra brightness
• Age-appropriate search-and-find fun

Feel & Understand the World

Touch and Hear series
Each title:
Sabine Kraushaar
18m+ / 12 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm /
cardboard with touch-and-feel elements
with sounds and die-cut index tabs /
€ 17.00
Rights sold to (series):
Croatia, Denmark, Estonia,
Lithuania, Norway

Yayo Kawamura
Feel and Search!

Yayo Kawamura

My Big Search-and-Find Book
Wild Animals

My Pets

In the Petting Zoo

ISBN 978-3-649-63586-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63179-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62656-5

18m+ / 14 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm / cardboard /
flocking and special colours / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62929-0

All That I Know series
Each title:
Yayo Kawamura
18m+ / 22 pp. / 16.5 x 15 cm / cardboard / € 7.00

Come and Discover
series

Rights sold to: Denmark, Spain (Spanish)

All These are Pictures and Words
My Big Picture Dictionary
18m+ / 16 pp. / 27 x 33.5 cm / hardcover,
matte finish with spot-UV varnish /
with poster (62 x 42 cm) / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63333-4
Rights sold to: The Netherlands

Rights sold to (series): Russia

Each title:
Ann-Katrin Heger / Antje Flad
24m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm /
cardboard / with flaps,
fold-out sections and peepholes /
€ 10.00
Rights sold to (series): Croatia,
Norway, Slovenia
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Come and Discover the Castle

Come and Discover the Town

Come and Discover the Woods

ISBN 978-3-649-63386-0

ISBN 978-3-649-62883-5

ISBN 978-3-649-62882-8

One, Two, Three: Numbers

Red, Green, Blue: Colours

Moo: Animals

ISBN 978-3-649-66927-2

ISBN 978-3-649-66926-5

ISBN 978-3-649-66933-3

Vroom, Vroom: Vehicles
ISBN 978-3-649-66934-0
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Backlist Treasures

Backlist Treasures

18-24
months

Listen who’s … series
Each title:
Kerstin M. Schuld
18m+ / 10 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover /
sound strip with 5 sounds / € 13.00
All rights available

First Read-Along Stories
Each title:
24m+ / 12 pp. / 17.5 x 23.5 cm /
cardboard with contour cutting and
peepholes / € 6.00

Board Books

Board Books

18+

months

Rights sold to (series): Belgium
(Dutch and French), Bulgaria,
China (Simplified), Denmark,
Estonia, Georgia, Russia, Slovenia

Sybille Brauer

What are the Animals
Doing?
ISBN 978-3-649-63734-9

Outi Kaden

Stefan Seelig

What is Happening
in Elf Land?

What’s Happening on
the Building Site?

ISBN 978-3-649-63578-9

ISBN 978-3-649-63211-5

Listen, who’s Crowing and
Squeaking!

Listen, who’s Hooting and
Chugging!

Listen, who‘s Roaring
and Trumpeting

Listen who’s Meowing
and Barking!

ISBN 978-3-8157-9543-9

ISBN 978-3-8157-9544-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62326-7

ISBN 978-3-649-62272-7

My First Visit series
Each title:
Barbara Jelenkovich
24m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm / cardboard / € 7.00
Rights sold to (series): Denmark, Slovenia

Stefan Seidel

Constanze Schargan

Come with Me and
Discover: Things That Go!

What’s Happening in the
Zoo?

What Happens in the
Seasons?

ISBN 978-3-649-63893-3

ISBN 978-3-649-634294

ISBN 978-3-649-63113-2

Anne-Marie Frisque

Anne-Marie Frisque

What’s Happening on
the Farm?
ISBN 978-3-649-63114-9

Where Are You? series
(6 titles)
Each title:
Florian Ahle / Denitza Gruber
18m+ / 12 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm /
cardboard with flaps / € 7.00
All rights available

Where Are You, Little Dog?

Where Are You, Little Cat?

ISBN 978-3-649-62189-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62083-9

My First Visit to the Woods

My First Visit to the Farm

My First Visit to the Seaside

My First Visit to the Mountains

ISBN 978-3-649-63343-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63534-5

ISBN 978-3-649-63092-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63093-7

Over and Under Ground series
Each title:
24m+ / 22 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with
fold-out pages / € 9.00

• With large fold-out pages
• Detailed illustrations

Where Are You, Little Chick?
ISBN 978-3-649-66842-8

Dino Nino series
Each title:
Christian Terweh
18m+ / 14 pp. / 16 x 16 cm /
cardboard / with tabs and flaps or
sound module /€ 10.00
Rights sold to (series):
Denmark, Spain (Spanish)
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Listen, This is How Dino
Nino Roars

Dino Nino Plays
Hide-and-Seek

ISBN 978-3-649-63197-2

ISBN 978-3-649-62932-0

Hello, Dino Nino!
ISBN 978-3-649-62427-1

Lena Zeise

Stefan Seelig

Igor Lange

Animals On and Under
the Earth

Construction Over and
Under Ground

ISBN 978-3-649-62778-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63311-2

ISBN 978-3-649-67051-3

Rights sold to: China (Simplified)

Rights sold to: China (Simplified), Czech
Republic, Hungary, The Netherlands

Vehicles Over and Under Ground
Rights sold to: China (Simplified)
Czech Republic, Denmark, Hungary, The
Netherlands
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News from Beloved Fartypops

Michael Engler / Matthias Derenbach

In a Distant Land

NEW

Fartypops series
Each title:
Kai Lüftner / Wiebke Rauers
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover
with sound button (fart/hiccup) / € 16.00

A Story about the Courage and Strength
that Lie Within us
4+ / 32 pp. / 21.5 x 30 cm / hardcover with foil / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63712-7

All rights available

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Emotional Stories

Rights sold to: Czech Republic

• The much-anticipated second book about the
rattle-dragon Fartypops
• From dream team Kai Lüftner and Wiebke Rauers
• With hic-fart button for joining in

• Poetic picture-book story about letting go and
having the courage to change
• Story by bestselling author Michael Engler
• Sympathetically illustrated by Matthias Derenbach

Rattle-dragon Fartypops was woken by a mighty PLOP.
And just imagine his surprise when, right there before his eyes...
Hic! Hic-HIC!? A strange, bedraggled-looking chicken lands beside Fartypops’
crater. And it has hiccups! Of course, Fartypops wants to help it – even if the big
dragons roll their eyes. But what if the hiccups just won’t go away?!?
The second ingeniously rhymed dragon adventure from cult author Kai Lüftner
and illustrator Wiebke Rauers: read aloud, laugh, hiccup and fart along!

Novemberland is dangerous – or so the grown-ups say. The climb is risky, its
mountainsides are icy and its valleys dark. No one knows what lies beyond them.
It might be a beautiful country, better than the one we live in. So the children
wonder. One day, they make a decision: they want to see the new world with
their own eyes, and they dare to take the first step...

Fartypops and Hiccup Hen · Vol. 2

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64026-4

Anahita-Valia Bam / Lena Lackmann

Leono – A Little Chameleon Makes Friends

• Special bonus: fart button with 5 sounds
• Loveable character
• Award-winning illustrator Wiebke Rauers

NEW

4+ / 48 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with transparent
holographic foil / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63879-7

Whenever Fartypops tries to spit fire, there is a great rattling, tooting and parping.
It’s especially annoying when he’s trying to keep up with the other dragons. Fartypops
tries everything to tease a little flame from his throat. But finally he comes up with a
very different solution – and amazes everyone.
A superb rhyming dragon adventure by Kai Lüftner, with fantastic illustrations by
Wiebke Rauers that will have you laughing, farting and reading again and again!

All rights available

• Important topic: recognising your strengths
• A special friendship between chameleon, parrot
and bee
• A donation goes to the SOS Children’s Villages
Fartypops, the Rattle-Dragon · Vol. 1

© Wiebke Rauers

ISBN 978-3-649-62614-5

© Michael Rahn

It isn’t easy to make friends! Especially not when you’re a little chameleon and
practically invisible – like Leono. But one day, the world is full of colourful adventures and Leono is faced with challenges for which he’ll need a whole lot of wit,
understanding and his ability to disguise himself! A thrilling book that will make
sparky children laugh, look, and find their own inner courage.
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Wiebke Rauers was born in 1986 and studied
design communications in Düsseldorf. After spending several years working as a character designer
for an animated film studio, she went freelance
in 2015. Her first illustrated children’s book was
published in 2016 by Dressler Verlag (Martin
Baltscheit’s Just One Day), the cover illustration
being awarded the Carl Buch prize.

Kai Lüftner was born in Berlin in 1975. He has worked as a streetworker,
cabaret artist, social worker, pizza delivery driver, doorman, lyricist, comedy
author, concert organiser and radio editor, as well as in nursing homes and
children’s homes. He now earns his money as a musician, audio-book adapter,
director and author of children’s books. He is the father of two sons and lives
on the Danish island Bornholm. In his free time, he practises martial arts, gets
tattoos, campaigns for animal conservation, reads a lot, makes and listens to
music, collects coins, and goes on treasure hunts with his dog Gassi.
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The Grumbletroll

The Grumbletroll series
Each title:
aprilkind, Barbara van den Speulhof / Stephan Pricken
3+ / 36 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.00

• Important topics: being first, comparing yourself
with others, a healthy sense of self-worth
• A story told and illustrated with humour, and
without any finger-wagging
• Character with high identification potential for
children (and their parents)

Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, China (Simplified), Denmark, Korea,
Lithuania, The Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain (Catalan,
Spanish), USA (World English)

• More than 125,000 Grumbletroll books sold
• An emotional story to encourage empathy
• With fold-out page
Christmas is just around the corner! And naturally, the Grumbletroll wants to
celebrate. Ideally, with his friends. But it isn’t that simple: the Grumbletroll has
very firm ideas about what the perfect party involves: tasty biscuits, a pretty tree,
a whole lot of presents, and of course, everything has to be clean and tidy.
Under his command, the friends throw themselves into the preparations,
but then everything goes haywire: the biscuits burn, no one wants to do any
cleaning, and the tree is wonky. No doubt about it: there’s a mighty storm of
rage brewing in the Grumbletroll’s belly. And when the wrong presents end up
under the tree on Christmas Eve, the Grumbletroll can’t hold it in any longer –
but he’s not the only one...
A witty story about having overly high expectations, and what’s really
important. Because Christmas without friends is like snow without
flakes!

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

The Grumbletroll

The Grumbletroll
… Wants to be First! · Vol. 3
ISBN 978-3-649-63524-6

The Grumbletroll only wants one thing: to win the big
soapbox-car race! Luckily, he’s come up with a special gimmick
for his car, which really does allow him to overtake everyone
from behind. The bird is so startled that he crashes into the
barrier! The hedgehog drives into a rock, the mouse pulls her
steering wheel off and the hare can’t stop in time. Now the
Grumbletroll has it easy, and he’s the first to cross the finish
line. Winner! But is it really such a good thing to be first when
your friends have fallen by the wayside?

NEW
The Grumbletroll
… Messy Christmas?! · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-63786-8

Steffi & Michael Gerharz live in Troisdorf, near
Cologne, with their three children. Under their brand
name, aprilkind, they design and develop stories and
cuddly toys that children play with all over the world.
The idea for the Grumbletroll came to them when their
youngest daughter was sitting across the breakfast
table from them. They designed the little troll as a
transformable soft toy, with great attention to detail,
so that you can’t help but love him even when he’s
angry – and developed a concept for series of picture
books, working with Stephan Pricken and Barbara van
den Speulhof to bring them to life.
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Barbara van den Speulhof
As a passionate children’s book author, director and
producer of (children’s) audio dramas, Barbara
van den Speulhof knows that the topic of anger
plays a large role in a lot of families – so the idea
of the little troll, who gives free reign to his rage
and has to learn about how it makes his friends
feel, was a perfect fit for her. She tells the story
in sensitive language – authentic, affectionate
and with no finger-wagging, guaranteed!

Stephan Pricken
As father to a son, Stephan Pricken is famliar with
terrible fits of anger. After flirting with mechanical
engineering and architecture, he initially studied to
become a primary school teacher, with a focus on art,
followed by graphic design in Mün ster, where he still
lives. Today, he is a freelance illustrator. Developing the
little troll based on the existing cuddly toy was unusual
but exciting work for him, and he has done a fantastic
job of it – you can’t help but love his Grumbletroll!

The Grumbletroll · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-62893-4

What a splendid life – if it wasn’t for the stupid hut that falls
down even though the little troll went to so much trouble to
build it. Or the stupid tree that he can shove and shake as
much he likes without a single apple falling. The little troll
gets terribly angry. It’s like there’s a storm inside him. With
lightning shooting out of the sky and thunder rumbling and
grumbling mightily. Yes, that’s exactly how he feels: he’s a
troll who rumbles and grumbles. A grumbletroll!

The Grumbletroll
… isn’t Grumbling Today!? · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63164-4

Of course he will! The Grumbletroll makes a bet with his friends.
But when they swipe a delicious cake from under his nose, all he
wants to do is scream and stamp his feet. Then he remembers
the bet – and puts the grumblestorm aside. But when his friends
laugh at him, he can’t take it any longer. Now the Grumbletroll
wants to grumble and rumble and thunder and flash with anger.
And that’s exactly what he does! Will his friends be able to make
it up to him … ?
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A Very Special Pony Friend

Granny’s Dinosaurs series

Lotti and Dotti series

Each title:
Dominik Hochwald / Jörg Ihle / Petra Fritz
3+ / 40 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / € 14.00
Rights sold to (series): China (Simplified),
Denmark, Russia

Each title:
Susan Niessen / Leonie Ebbert
3+ / 40 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 15.00
All rights available

• The farm: dream destination
• An unusual friendship
• Sensational photos

• Fascinating topic: flying dinosaurs in our world
• More than 44,000 copies of series sold
• Warm-hearted grandchildren-grandmother relationship

Dinosaurs Go to Flying School · Vol. 3

NEW

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Dinosaur Adventures

School holidays on the farm! And of course, Lotti’s pony Dotti is coming too! Even
going there on the train is a mini adventure. And when they finally arrive, Kati and
Mika show her around the whole farm: they are allowed to play everywhere. They
romp about in the hay, have a water fight in the lake, help to feed the cows, look after
the goats and tempt the chickens into their house with popcorn. The farm holiday is
even more fun with Dotti there! But then suddenly, Dotti disappears, and Lotti is very
sad. Luckily, after an outing in the cesspit, the little pony quickly finds her way back to
her friend Lotti...

Leon and Sophie are really looking forward to their holiday with Granny’s
dinosaurs. And this time there’s a very special surprise waiting for the pair:
in the ruins of an old castle, Granny is now raising real flying dinosaurs!
The delighted children soar into the air with the dinos – but one little
dimorphodon is too scared of heights to go with them.
Will Leon and Sophie manage to help him...?

ISBN 978-3-649-63864-3

Holidays on the Farm · Vol. 3

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64050-9

Mummy has a job for Lotti: she wants her to go and pick up a book from the village,
and buy bread, salad and milk. Of course, Dotti, Lotti’s little pony, has to come along
and help. But on the way, there is so much for Lotti and Dotti to explore that Lotti
almost forgets what she’s supposed to do for Mummy... A new, warm-hearted story
about Lotti and her best friend, Dotti the pony.

Leon and Sophie’s Granny has a special secret: she breeds real live
dinosaurs! And she has already found the perfect home for her aquatic
dinosaurs: a disused lido in the woods. With its pools and slides, the lido
should be a dino paradise, but sadly it is quite old and in need of repair.
While Leon and Sophie are playing ball with the dinosaurs, something
terrible happens: a young plesiosaur accidentally gets into a drain pipe
that leads to a big river! Will they ever manage to find the baby dino … ?

Dinosaurs in the Lido · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63609-0

The World’s Kindest Pony · Vol. 2
ISBN 978-3-649-63316-7

School holidays with Grandma! Lotti loves this time best of all. And this holiday,
something very special happens: one morning, a pony turns up in Grandma’s hallway!
Is it lost? It must come from the Heitmann stables, says Grandma. She’s right: the
pony’s name is Dotti, and it keeps running away when it’s bored – and it gets bored
a lot!
Boredom? Lotti knows what to do when you’re bored: play hide and seek, swim and
paint, picnic and go camping... luckily, Grandma has a huge garden. These are the
most fantastic holidays of all! But one day, they have to come to an end. Lotti is very,
very sad. But then Grandma has a big surprise for her.

Dinosaurs in Granny’s Garden · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63026-5

Leon and Sophie are hugely excited about staying with Granny in the
holidays. But the brother and sister could never have imagined just how
HUGE their holiday is really going to be: Granny is hiding some real live
dinosaurs in her greenhouse. The dinos are Granny’s best friends, and they
make brilliant playmates – even if it is hard to play hide-and-seek with
a gigantic stegosaurus. Leon and Sophie soon realise that the dinosaurs
don’t have enough space. But where on earth should they go?

The Best Holidays in the World · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63216-0
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Underwater World

Nella Nixie series

Snorri series

Each title:
Nicola Berger / Monika Finsterbusch
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 25 cm / hardcover with printed silver foil and
spot-UV varnish / € 15.00

Each title:
Michael Engler / Matthias Derenbach
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / € 14.00

All rights available

Rights sold to (series): Denmark

• The popular countdown principle
• Humorous storytelling with great rhymes to
say out loud
• Strong characters
• Illustrations packed with wonderful details

10 Little Octopuses · Vol. 2

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63991-6

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Underwater World

• Fast-paced, exciting story of friendship
• Important topics: helping people, fairness and trust
• A story packed with humour and a loveable
character
Snorri is terribly excited: in a few days’ time, the great Kelpie Race will
start outside the gates of the Ice City. Aquarian is already training hard
– and of course, Snorri is involved as well. He even takes the lead, going
really fast on his strong Kelpie. But in the middle of the race, another
Spring Guardian boy puts Aquarian in a dangerous situation – and
suddenly Snorri has to make a decision: win the race or save his friend...

Oh dear: Pulpino the octopus, who works in the octopus nursery,
could do with a break. Ten little octopuses with their 80 octopus
arms can get up to a whole lot of mischief. Of course, Nella Nixie
wants to help him, and volunteers as an octopus babysitter. But the
cheerful mermaid finds it difficult to keep an eye on all 10 babies
at once, too. One camouflages himself perfectly in the seaweed;
one falls asleep hidden in a shell; one sticks himself to a dolphin
and zooms off with it... What now? Nella wouldn’t be Nella if she
didn’t have a good idea about that, too...
A wonderfully funny picture-book story, teeming with detail, which
will have children searching, counting and becoming engrossed in
the underwater world.

Snorri and the Great Kelpie Race · Vol. 3

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63992-3

A Gift for Gustav Crabcake · Vol. 1
ISBN 978-3-649-63735-6
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Snorri and the Grey Shark · Vol. 2

Snorri and the Sunken Treasure · Vol. 1

ISBN 978-3-649-63657-1

ISBN 978-3-649-63322-8
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Coppenrath’s Successful Characters
• International bestseller – originally
translated into 25 languages
• 2 million copies sold worldwide
• More titles available in different format
(21.5 x 21.5 cm)

Princess Lillifee series (18 titles)
Princess Lillifee

A Winter‘s Tale

NEW

Each title:
Monika Finsterbusch
3+ / 36 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / hardcover /
embellishments on cover / € 17.00

ISBN 978-3-649-63885-8
All rights available

• Finally, a magical wintertime tale
with Princess Lillifee
• Full of winter longing and fairy-tale elements
• Warm-hearted storytelling
One sunny autumn day, a lot of snow falls quite unexpectedly in
Rosaria. While Princess Lillifee’s friends dive into the snowdrifts, the
little fairy wonders: where did it all come from? And was that a little
snow fox she saw at the edge of the forest? Quick as a wink, Lillifee
saddles her unicorn Rosalie and sets off in search of the little fox.
And in the enchanted forest, she discovers a truly magical fairy-tale
secret...
A warm-hearted winter story with atmospheric illustrations, for
princesses of all ages!

Princess Lillifee Saves
Unicorn Paradise

Princess Lillifee and the
Flying Elephant

Princess Lillifee and the
Lost Star

ISBN 978-3-649-66829-9
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-62295-6

ISBN 978-3-649-67028-5

Rights sold to: The Netherlands,
Spain (Spanish)

All rights available

Princess Lillifee and the
Animal Hospital

Princess Lillifee and the
Magic Shell

Princess Lillifee, the Little
Ballerina

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Coppenrath’s Successful Characters

cover not final

Autumn 2022

ISBN 978-3-649-63188-0
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-63443-0
All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-63715-8
All rights available

Princess Lillifee

My Treasury of Good Night Stories
3+ / 96 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / hardcover / with glitter,
gold foil and gilt edging / € 20.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64323-4
All rights available
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• Exciting topic: pirate treasure
• Core values: sticking together and helping people
• With transformation flaps
Jaro is horrified: the map that was supposed to show him the way to the
treasure of the pirate kings has got wet and is now completely unreadable.
It’s lucky Capt’n Sharky and his crew are on hand. Together, they set off
on their search. But when they finally find the treasure, they come across
a familiar face, who wants to take the precious things for himself: Captain
Ramirez! Will Sharky be able to stop him...?

Capt’n Sharky and the
Giant Octopus · Vol. 5

Capt’n Sharky and the
Desert Island · Vol. 6

Capt’n Sharky and the
Whale Calf Rescue · Vol. 7

Capt‘n Sharky and the
Vikings · Vol. 8

ISBN 978-3-8157-9841-6

ISBN 978-3-649-60253-8

ISBN 978-3-649-61319-0

ISBN 978-3-649-61472-2

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia,
Vietnam

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia,
Vietnam

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia

Capt’n Sharky and the
Sultan’s Dagger · Vol. 9

Capt’n Sharky in the Wild
West · Vol. 10

Capt‘n Sharky and the Deep
Sea Treasure · Vol. 11

Capt’n Sharky and the
Sunken City · Vol. 12

ISBN 978-3-649-61854-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62125-6

ISBN 978-3-649-62296-3

ISBN 978-3-649-62611-4

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia

Rights sold to: China (Simplified),
Denmark, Russia

Rights sold to: China (Simplified),
Denmark, Russia

Rights sold to: Denmark, Russia

Capt‘n Sharky and
the Mysterious
Mist Island · Vol. 13

Capt’n Sharky

Capt’n Sharky

The Tortoise Queen’s
Secret · Vol. 14

The Pirate King · Vol. 15

ISBN 978-3-649-62976-4

ISBN 978-3-649-63382-2

Rights sold to: Russia

Rights sold to: Denmark, Russia

Rights sold to: Russia

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Coppenrath’s Successful Characters

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters

NEW

Capt‘n Sharky

The Treasure of the Pirate Kings · Vol. 16
ISBN 978-3-649-64063-9
All rights available

Capt’n Sharky series
Each title: Jutta and Jeremy Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with gold foil / € 13.00 –15.00
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Capt’n Sharky and the Mystery
of the Treasure Island · Vol. 1

Capt’n Sharky and the
Sea Monster · Vol. 2

Capt’n Sharky and the
Prison Island · Vol. 3

Capt’n Sharky – Adventures
in the Rocky Cave · Vol. 4

ISBN 978-3-8157-4348-6

ISBN 978-3-8157-7283-6

ISBN 978-3-8157-8378-8

ISBN 978-3-8157-9672-6

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Malta,
Russia, Vietnam

Rights sold to:
China (Simplified), Denmark,
Malta, Russia, Vietnam

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia

Rights sold to: China
(Simplified), Denmark, Russia

ISBN 978-3-649-63728-8
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Books illustrated by Henrike Wilson

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Felix Celebrates Festivals Around
the World · Vol. 9

NEW

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Trudi Trusts Herself!
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover
with spot-UV varnish / € 14.00

5+ / 40 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm / hardcover / with 6
real letters, a photo and a craft template / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63702-8

ISBN 978-3-649-63711-0
All rights available

Rights sold to: Israel, Poland

•
•
•
•

• Important subjects:
(self-) confidence and acceptance
• By Katja Reider and Henrike Wilson

Finally: a new Felix adventure
Exciting topic: the loveliest festivals in the world
Classic series: 28 years of Felix; 29 languages
More than 7 Mio. books sold worldwide

Trudi is really a very normal cow. Alright, she might be a tiny bit
bigger than other cows. Quite big, actually. And that’s why all the
other animals believe that Trudi isn’t afraid of anything... ah, it
must be splendid to be so brave and strong, her friends sigh, not
guessing that in reality, Trudi is afraid of everything: storms, the dark
forest, playing hide and seek, and even flying. And that’s all very
embarrassing – or is it?

At the end of January, Sophie’s schoolfriend Liang proudly tells her about her family’s
preparations for the New Year festival. But how can that be? Is it true that in China,
they celebrate New Year much later than we do here? Felix is keen to find out! And so
he sets off on an adventure that takes him to the New Year celebrations in China, and
to the loveliest festivals all round the world. And he’s not alone!
Six real letters and some surprising extras bring his round-the-world trip to life, and
teach even the youngest children interesting facts about the world’s different cultures.

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

A Little Rabbit Travels Round
the World · Vol. 1

A Little Rabbit Travels
Back in Time · Vol. 2

A Little Rabbit Explores
Our Blue Planet · Vol. 3

5+ / hardcover / with 6 real letters,
photo, pyramid plan, and 6 stickers
in envelope / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-1100-2

5+ / hardcover / 6 real letters,
a construction plan for a ship, a
Japanese flag and a large historical
wall map / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-1200-9

5+ / hardcover / 6 real letters /
with world map / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-1400-1

A Little Rabbit Visits
Father Christmas · Vol. 4

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China
(Simplified), Iceland, Israel, Japan,
Korea, The Netherlands, Poland,
Romania, Vietnam

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

Felix and the Flying
Suitcase Adventure · Vol. 6

Letters from the
Adventurous Rabbit · Vol. 7

A Swiss Journey with Felix
· Vol. 8

5+ / hardcover / with 6 real letters /
photo / papercraft dreidel / instructions
for weaving a Sami fabric / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-3600-5

5+ / hardcover / with 4 real letters, 2
flaps, 1 recipe and 1 info card / € 18.00

5+ / hardcover / 6 real letters, a map,
a framed photo, a tangram / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-2400-7
Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China,
Korea, Poland, Vietnam
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Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China
(Simplified), Korea, Poland,
Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China
(Simplified), Korea, Poland,
Romania, Vietnam

Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China
(Simplified), Korea, Poland

ISBN 978-3-649-66687-5
Rights sold to: China (Simplified),
Korea

NEW

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Coppenrath‘s Successful Characters

5+ / hardcover / 5 envelopes / fold
out pages / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-1500-8
Rights sold to: Bulgaria, China
(Simplified), Japan, Korea, Poland,
Romania, Vietnam
Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

You’re our Biggest Treasure

I’m So Tired

3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62663-3

3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62388-5

Rights sold to: Romania

All rights available

Annette Langen / Constanza Droop

The Great Felix
World Atlas
5+ / hardcover / 60 pp. / 22.8 x 32.5
cm / with removable compass /
€ 26.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63701-1

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Katja Reider / Henrike Wilson

Barbara van den Speulhof / Henrike Wilson

Best Friends Again

Joschi, the Mouse Hero!

Ginpuin

3+ / 32 pp. / 24.5 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66790-2

Rights sold to: China (Simplified),
Korea, Poland

Rights sold to: The Netherlands, Romania

Home Alone for the First Time
3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-5539-6

A Story about Accepting Oneself
4+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61054-0

All rights available

Rights sold to: Spain (Spanish)
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Backlist Treasures

New title
in Autumn 2022
Schmitt series
Each title:
Michael Engler / Matthias Derenbach
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / € 14.00

• Encourages children to be curious and
open with each other
• Interesting character: a chameleon who
transforms himself into other animals

Rights sold to (series): Denmark

Maja Bach / Günther Jakobs

Irmgard Partmann / Laura Bednarski

Anja Möbest / Barbara Korthues

Goodbye, Little Birdy!

Lilly Belongs!

When Mum was Always Sad

A Story About Saying Goodbye, and Death
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with
linen back / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63163-7

5+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with
linen back / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63313-6

When a Parent Falls ill with Depression
4+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen
back / with 3 transformation flaps / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62021-1

All rights available

All rights available

• Topics: disability and inclusion
• Empathetic story

• Topic: death
• Eases talk with children
about death

All rights available

• Topic: mentally ill parent
• Supports children with parents
suffering from depression

Petra Lazik / Kai Schüttler

Antonie Schneider / Betina Gotzen-Beek

Antje Szillat / Marion Goedelt

No! No! I’m not Getting Into
a Stranger’s Car!

Heaven for Grandma

You (Don’t) Belong Here!
A Story About Bullying in Pre-school

ISBN 978-3-649-62185-0

A Book about Death and Dying
3+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with
linen back / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-7003-0

Rights sold to: China (Simplified), Denmark

All rights available

Former edition sold to: China (Simplified),
Romania

5+ / 32 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with
linen back / € 15.00

• Topic: not going with strangers
• Building awareness to say ‘no’
to strangers

• Topic: death of a relative
• With tips on saying goodbye and
coping with grief

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Strong Books for Strong Kids

Be Brave! · Vol. 1

With Patience and Spit · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-63132-3

ISBN 978-3-649-63730-1

Stephan Pricken

Rüdiger Bertram / Yvonne Semken

Monsters

Love Makes you Blind – but Happy!

4+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover
with neon spot varnish / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63310-5

4+ / 32 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm / hardcover / € 13.00

5+ / 34 pp. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with
linen back / with fold-out page / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-62849-1

• Topic: bullying in pre-school
• Gives courage to break the silence
• Tips on practising mutual respect

Harriet Grundmann / Marc-Alexander Schulze

We’ll Always be There for You
When Mum and Dad Split up
4+ / 32 S. / 22 x 25 cm / hardcover with linen
back / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-9520-0
Rights sold to: The Netherlands

• Topic: seperation &
divorce of parents
• Longseller – 7th edition
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Rights sold to: Spain (Catalan)

• Important topics: fear and courage
• By "Grumbletroll" illustrator
Stephan Pricken

ISBN 978-3-649-66815-2
Rights sold to: Estonia

• A tongue-in-cheek look at little
human weaknesses
• Award-winnig title (Barmstedter Sternchen,
reader‘s prize)
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Backlist Treasures

New title
in Autumn 2022

Coppenrath‘s Children‘s Classics
Each title:
5+ / 48–56 pp. / 21.5 x 30 cm / hardcover / with foil, banderole and spot varnish / € 20.00

The Wild Bandit Thunderfart series

Rights sold to (series): Russia

• Children’s classics with literature retold
in easily comprehensible words
• Carefully abridged original texts

Each title:
Walko
3+ / 36-40 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 15.00
Rights sold to (series): Russia

Picture
Books
Novels for Young
Readers

Novels for Young
Readers
Picture
Books

Backlist Treasures

• Popular topics for boys: bandits and farting
• Funny story with elements of slapstick
• From the pen of successful author and
illustrator Walko
The Bandit Test · Vol. 1

Attack from Space · Vol. 2

ISBN 978-3-649-61744-0

ISBN 978-3-649-66946-3

56 pp.

48 pp.

Friday 13th · Vol. 3

The Bandits’ Treasure · Vol. 4

The Cursed Wild Boar Spell · Vol. 5

ISBN 978-3-649-62655-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62995-5

ISBN 978-3-649-63485-0

Charles Dickens / Ute Simon

Hugh Lofting / Kai Schüttler

A Christmas Carol

Doctor Dolittle

ISBN 978-3-649-63052-4

ISBN 978-3-649-62957-3

48 pp.
Rudyard Kipling / Silvio Neuendorf

The Jungle Book
ISBN 978-3-649-63191-0W

Onno & Ontje series
Each title:
3+ / 32 pp. / 25.4 x 30 cm / hardcover / € 13.00
Rights sold to (series): Bulgaria, Estonia, Russia

• By film producer Thomas Springer
(”Pettersson & Findus”)
• Loveable characters
• Funny and heart-warming

48 pp.

Thomas Springer / Matthias Derenbach

Suddenly Best Friends
Forever · Vol. 1

Carlo Collodi / Kestutis Kasparavicius

ISBN 978-3-649-66920-3

Pinocchio
ISBN 978-3-649-62864-4

56 pp.

48 pp.
Gerdt von Bassewitz /
Markus Zöller

Little Peter‘s
Journey to the Moon

Frances H. Burnett / Laura Michell

The Little Lord
ISBN 978-3-649-62865-1 W

ISBN 978-3-649-62951-1
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Thomas Springer / Matthias Derenbach

Thomas Springer / Alexandra Langenbeck

One Friend Helps the Other.
Always! · Vol. 2

The World’s Greatest Friends ·
Vol. 3

ISBN 978-3-649-67154-1

ISBN 978-3-649-62670-1

Thomas Springer / Alexandra Langenbeck

Friends are the
Greatest Gift · Vol. 4
ISBN 978-3-649-63041-8
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Picture Books

Annette Langen / Ute Simon

On a Silent Night
Antoinette Lühmann / Daniele Fabbri

The Christmas Story According to Luke and Matthew

NEW

3+ / 32 pp. / 21.5 x 30 cm / hardcover with foil / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64018-9
All rights available

• The Christmas story told in simple and sensitive words
• A new perspective on one of the best-known stories
of the world
• With sympathetic illustrations by Italian artist
Daniele Fabbri

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover
with foil / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62691-6

Christmas Books

Christmas Books

Picture Books

73

All rights available

• A Christmas story with
a difference
• Current topics: exile and seeking refuge,
helping and sharing
• Story by "Felix" author Annette Langen
„When I was little, everything we owned fitted into one suitcase. Like lots of other
people, we had lost our home. A lot of houses were destroyed. Ours, too. We went to
stay with relatives in the countryside...“
One evening, just before Christmas, someone else moves in: a young couple. Everyone
in the house budges up to make room, and they give the woman a comfortable bed
by the stove, because she’s pregnant. And on Christmas night, her baby is born.

Heidemarie Brosche / Andrea Hebrock

A Very Special Christmas Present

NEW

3+ / 32 pp. / 25 x 24 cm / hardcover with glitter / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63890-2
Former edition sold to: Romania

• Affectionate story on sharing
• A gift that keeps on giving
• With glitter on cover and all inside pages

Jutta and Jeremy Langreuter / Silvio Neuendorf

The Magical Christmas Carousel

Winter has come to the woods, and it’s bitterly cold. On Christmas
morning, the little wild boar goes looking for something to eat, and
in the deep snow he finally finds a shining yellow corn cob. But just
as he’s about to tuck in, the little mouse comes out of the bushes,
shivering with cold and hunger... The little wild boar doesn’t think
twice: he gives up the corn cob, and on Christmas evening he gets a
very special present in return!

3+ / 32 pp. / 23 x 30 cm / hardcover with glitter on cover and inside pages / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63186-6
Rights sold to: Romania

• Dreamy, poetic story set in Christmas Elf Land
• A journey into the Christmas workshop
• Detailed illustrations by Silvio Neuendorf

24 Christmas Elves
Stories and Poems
for Every Day of Advent
3+ / 64 pp. / 21.5 x 26.5 cm / hardcover
with glitter / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63056-2
Rights sold to: Czech Republic

• Successful predecessor
• 24 stories and 8 poems
• One story for every day of Advent
The first elf’s name is Pino, and he’s very excited. Santa is bringing
the Christmas lists from all the human children. He’ll be back in 23
days. And then it will be Christmas. The clever elves have a lot to do
before then: baking and cooking, filing and whittling, sewing and
even knitting. And they have to get all of the presents ready during
Advent. Will they manage it in time?
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Christmas
Christmas
Kerstin M. Schuld

The Christmas Story
24m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard
with foil and sliders / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63585-7

• Classic Christmas story in special highquality edition
• Top seller: over 110,000 copies sold
(Bagdaschwili edition)

Religious Books

Religious Books

Christmas / Saint Martin / Saint Nicholas

All rights available

• With 6 exciting sliders
• Pocket-sized format
• Foil on the cover

Wasyl Bagdaschwili

Ana Maria Weller

The Christmas Story (Gift Edition)

The Christmas Story

3+ / 32 pp. / 24.4 x 32.5 cm / hardcover / with
fold-out page / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62767-8

24m+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 28 cm / cardboard
with hard cover / with flaps / € 14.00

All rights available

All rights available

Maura / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

Kerstin Schuld

St. Martin

The Story of Saint Martin

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover /
with fold-out page / € 14.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-3436-0

24m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard / with foil
and sliders / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64134-6

All rights available

All rights available

ISBN 978-3-649-62355-7

Saint Martin
• The legend of St. Martin, retold
for the whole family
• Over 90,000 copies sold
(Bagdaschwili edition)

Ilona Einwohlt

Margret Nussbaum / Andrea Hebrock

Gaby Scholz / Maria Wissmann

The Little Donkey and the First
Christmas

The Shepherd Boy and
the First Christmas

The Christmas Story According
to Matthew, Mark and Luke

24m+ / 18 pp. / 14 x 14 cm / cardboard
with gold foil / € 9.00
ISBN 978-3-649-66762-9
All rights available

24m+ / 12 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard /
with foil and 1 flap / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63174-3

24m+ / 14 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / hardcover
with gold foil / € 9.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61890-4

Rights sold to: Poland

All rights available

Kerstin M. Schuld

The Big Christmas
Search-and-Find Story

Saint Nicholas
• Ideal gift: family book
• Over 120,000 copies sold
(Bagdaschwilli edition)

24+ / 14 pp. / 21.5 x 28 cm /
cardboard with foil / with 6 foldout pages / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62853-8
All rights available
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Antonie Schneider / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

Kerstin Schuld

The Story of Saint Nicholas

The Story of Saint Nicholas

3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / with
fold-out page / € 14.00

24m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard /
with foil and sliders / € 10.00

ISBN 978-3-8157-2845-1

ISBN 978-3-649-64133-9

All rights available

All rights available
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First Bible Stories
Jutta Bergmoser / Michaela Heitmann

My First Little Children’s Bible
3+ / 32 pp. / 16 x 18 cm / padded hardcover
with spot-UV varnish / € 12.00

Margret Nussbaum / Sophie Schmid

The Little Donkey and the
Easter Miracle

ISBN 978-3-649-63614-4
All rights available

24m+ / 16 pp. / 22 x 22 cm / hardcover with
spot-UV varnish / with gold foil / € 12.00

Religious Books

Religious Books

Easter Stories

• Visually appealing format, with padding
and spot-UV varnish
• 23 stories from the Old and New Testaments

ISBN 978-3-649-63610-6
All rights available

• A free retelling of the Easter story
• Likeable character to identify with
• With spot-UV varnish and foil

Inga Witthöft / Marina Rachner

Bible Stories for Little Ones
24m+ / 16 pp. / 21.5 x 21.5 cm /
hardcover / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-5271-5

Margret Nussbaum / Andrea Hebrock

My Favourite Bible Stories
24m+ / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard /
with 4 transformation flaps / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63338-9
Rights sold to: Poland

My First Big Children‘s Bible
3+ / 46 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / hardcover
with foil / € 18.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61927-7
Rights sold to: Poland

Rights sold to: The Netherlands

Miriam Cordes

Erwin Grosche / Maria Wissmann

Tell Me About Easter
First Knowledge for Little Ones
24m+ / 14 pp. / 11.5 x 15 cm / cardboard / € 5.00

70,0
cps. 00
sold

ISBN 978-3-649-63077-7

55,0
cps. 00
sold

All rights available

23.0
cps. 00
sold

Jutta Bergmoser / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

The Easter Story
3+ / 32 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover
with foil / with fold-out page / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-4096-5
All rights available

• Easy to understand
• Artistic illustrations by
Wasyl Bagdaschwili
• Over 90,000 copies sold

Gaby Grosser / Cornelia Haas
Constanza Droop

The Easter Story
24m+ / 16 pp. / 13 x 13 cm / cardboard
with foil / € 6.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62242-0
All rights available
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Noah Recites Popular Stories
from the Bible
3 + / 48 pp. / 21 x 28 cm / hardcover / € 13.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62127-0
Rights sold to: Poland

Antonie Schneider / Melanie Brockamp

Dietrich Steinwede / Wasyl Bagdaschwili

My Big Bible
Search-and-Find Book

The Big Coppenrath Children’s
Bible

24m+ / 12 pp. / 23.5 x 31.5 cm / cardboard with
cover embossing 6 large flaps / € 15.00
ISBN 978-3-649-2175-9
Rights sold to: Hungary, Korea,
The Netherlands, Taiwan
(Complex Chinese)

7+ / 164 pp. / 22 x 28 cm / hardcover with linen
back / with foil and ribbon bookmark / € 20.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-62757-9
Rights sold to: Poland
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First Facts & Prayers
Andreas Schütz / Kerstin M. Schuld

My Little Church Book
24m+ / 16 pp. / 20 x 20 cm / cardboard with
flaps and fold-out page / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-8157-9744-0
All rights available

Margret Nussbaum / Kerstin M. Schuld

Explain Feast Days to Me
Christianity
3+ / 34 pp. / 21.5 x 23.5 cm / hardcover with foil / € 17.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63154-5
All rights available

• 36,000 copies sold
• With flaps and fold-out page
• For both denominations

• The most important 21 feasts and holidays
throughout the year, easily explained
• Including Easter, Ascension, Pentecost,
Thanksgiving, All Saint’s Day, St. Martin,
St. Nicholas, and Christmas
dru_inh_9783649631545_corr(1).pdf
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Religious Books

Religious Books

Explaining Christian Belief

10:56

15
14

6. Januar

im Stall besucht haben.
Dieser Tag erinnert uns an die drei Sterndeuter, die das Jesuskind
als Heilige Drei KöViele Mädchen und Jungen verkleiden sich rund um den 6. Januar
Geld für Kinder in Not.
nige und ziehen von Haus zu Haus. Als Sternsinger sammeln sie
die Sternsinger
schreiben
Kreide
Mit
Häuser.
ihre
und
Menschen
die
sie
Dabei segnen
eine Abkürzung an die Haustüren:

*C+M+B+++

Männer bis zu dem
Das Sternchen soll an den Weihnachtsstern erinnern, der die weisen
Stall in Betlehem geführt hat, in dem das Jesuskind geboren wurde.
ist Lateinisch und heißt
Die Buchstaben bedeuten: „Christus mansionem benedicat.“ Das
für die Namen der Heiliübersetzt: „Christus segne dieses Haus.“ Sie stehen aber auch
gen Drei Könige: Caspar, Melchior und Balthasar.
die Menschen in diesem
Und die drei Kreuze sind ein Zeichen für den Segen: Gott soll
Haus begleiten und behüten.

Himmel. An den Bäumen
Die Tage werden wieder länger. Die Sonne scheint warm vom
auf den Wiesen blühen
wachsen erste frische Blätter und in den Gärten und Parks und
das wichtigste Fest in der
bunte Frühlingsblumen. Nun ist Ostern nicht mehr weit. Es ist
ist, Gott ihn aber wieder
christlichen Kirche und erinnert daran, dass Jesus gestorben
lebendig gemacht hat.
Frühlingsvollmond.
dem
nach
Gefeiert wird das Osterfest am ersten Sonntag
Und weil sich dieser Termin von Jahr zu Jahr ändert, gibt es für
Ostern auch kein festes Datum. Der Osterfestkreis beginnt
aber schon viel früher, nämlich vierzig Tage vor dem
Ostersonntag, am Aschermittwoch …

Margret Nussbaum / Betina Gotzen-Beek

Explaining Christian Beliefs series

08.12.20 09:32
63154_Inhalt.indd 14-15

Each title:
24m+ / 18 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard / € 8.00

24m+ / 18 pp. / 13 x 16 cm / cardboard
with die-cut index tabs / € 8.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63476-8
All rights available

Rights sold to (series): Croatia

40,0
cps. so00
ld

60,0
cps. so00
ld

Come on, We’re Going to
Church Today!

• An easy-to-understand
explanation of Mass
• With index tabs

Ingmar Wendland / Kerstin M. Schuld

Ingmar Wendland / Kerstin M. Schuld

Antoinette Lühmann / Kerstin M. Schuld

Explain Christmas to Me

Explain Easter to Me

Explain Baptism to Me

From Advent to Twelth Day
ISBN 978-3-649-61172-1

From Ash Wednesday to Pentecost
ISBN 978-3-649-61522-4

Suitable for Both Denominations
ISBN 978-3-649-61746-4

Ilona Einwohlt / Sabine Kraushaar

Dear Guardian Angel …
216 Mix-and-Match Prayers

Antoinette Lühmann / Kerstin M. Schuld

Explain Our Faith to Me
Christianity (Both Denominations)
3+ / 22 pp. / 17.5 x 20.5 cm / cardboard
with 2 flaps and 1 fold-out page / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63337-2
All rights available
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24m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 20 cm /
cardboard / with mix-and-match
pages in three sections / € 7.00
ISBN 978-3-649-62975-7
All rights available

Ilona Einwohlt /
Sabine Kraushaar

My Favourite
Goodnight Prayers

216 Mix-and-Match
Prayers
24m+ / 14 pp. / 13 x 20 cm /
cardboard / with
mix-and-match pages in
three sections / € 7.00
ISBN 978-3-649-61937-6
All rights available
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Flap Books
Crazy
byFlap
SaraBook
Ball
Crazy Flap Book series

• Endless flap-flipping fun: more than 1,000 crazy
fantasy combinations
• With fascinating information

Each title:
Sara Ball
4+ / 26 pp. / 30.5 x 25 cm / cardboard book
with three-part pages / with 10 flap designs /
with foil embossing on cover / € 18.00

Ingrid Uebe / Miriam Cordes

Good Night, dear God!

First Children’s Prayers for the Night
24m+ / 28 pp. / 16 x 18 cm / padded hardcover
with foil / € 10.00
ISBN 978-3-649-63388-4

Non-Fiction Books

Religious Books

Prayer Books

Rights sold to: Croatia

• For the evening ritual before bed
• 20 easy-to-understand children’s prayers
• Padded cover with gold foil

The Crazy Bird Flap Book

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64109-4

105,0
cps. so00
ld

The Crazy Dog Flap Book

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-64199-5

Rights sold to: USA (World English)

Rights sold to: USA (World English)

The Crazy Prehistoric Flap Book

The Crazy Dino Flap Book

ISBN 978-3-8157-9881-0

ISBN 978-3-649-63605-2

Rights sold to: Spain, (Catalan, Basque,
Spanish), USA (World English)

Rights sold to: Italy, Spain (Catalan, Spanish),
USA (World English)

Prayer Books series
Each title:
24m+ / 20 pp. / 12.5 x 12.5 cm / padded
cover / with spot-UV varnish / € 6.00
ISBN 978-3-649-9972-7
All rights available

Maria Wissmann

Ingrid Uebe / Betina Gotzen-Beek

Ilona Einwohlt / Uli Waas-Pommer

My All-Time Favourite
Children’s Prayers

Thank You, Dear God!

My Favourite Guardian
Angel Prayers
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Maria Wissmann

Christa Wisskirchen / Astrid Krömer

My Favourite Children’s
Goodnight Prayers

Dear God, I Want to
Thank You!

ISBN 978-3-649-66962-3

Children’s Prayers
ISBN 978-3-649-60237-8

ISBN 978-3-649-62714-2

© Ingmar Gregorzewski

ISBN 978-3-8157-9361-9

My First Grace Prayers
ISBN 978-3-649-9972-7

Sara Ball was born in Munich in 1944. Her first picture book was published
when she was just 16. Since then, there have been over 100 more books, and
she has become one of the most successful picture-book authors in Germany
and beyond. For several years, she worked as a scientific illustrator for the
national prehistoric collection and the state office for historic preservation in
Munich. In 1971, she made the leap to independence and has been working
as a freelance artist ever since.
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Life-Size

• Come face to face with 15 prehistoric giants
• First-class illustrations
• The latest scientific information

Life-Size series
Each title:
5+ / 56 pp. / 24.8 x 34.7 cm / hardcover
with embossing and foil / € 20.00

Fancy coming face to face with a tyrannosaurus rex? Looking deep into the eyes
of a triceratops? Impossible: these giants died out 66 million years ago. But in this
book, they are looking right at us. Face to face, up close and personal. First-class
illustrations depict 15 dinosaurs, as large as they once really were. Life size!

• Eye to eye with 15 African animals
• Detailed life-size drawings
• Successful series: 30,000 copies sold

Non-Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Life-Size

Fancy coming face to face with a lion? Looking deep into the eyes
of a crocodile? That would be impossible in the wild. But in this
book, we get very close to the animals of Africa. They look straight
at us, eye to eye. First-class illustrations with selected details show
us 15 wild animals, as large as they really are. Life size!

Raimund Frey

Dinosaurs
ISBN 978-3-649-63696-0
Rights sold to: China (Simplified), Czech
Republic, Russia

Holger Haag / Lars Baus

Wild Animals of Africa

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63790-5
Rights sold to: China (Simplified), Russia

EMYS Award

• 15 impressive life-size animal portraits
• A non-fiction book in a class of its own
• EMYS award for non-fiction
How would you like to suddenly come face to face with a wolf?
Look deep into a deer’s eyes? That’s almost impossible in the wild.
Most animals are shy and hide away from people. But in this book,
they look at us. In the eye, close up, head-on. First class illustrations
depict 15 animals, as big as they really are. Life-size!

Coming Autumn 2023
Holger Haag / Lars Baus

Animals of the Seas and Oceans
ISBN 978-3-649-64093-6
All rights available
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Holger Haag / Manfred Rohrbeck

Woodland Animals
ISBN 978-3-649-63068-5
Rights sold to: China (Simplified), Czech Republic,
Estonia, Russia, Slovakia
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Yoga / Nature & Animals
Nature Sticker World series

Katharina E. Volk / Antje Flad

With 44 Profiles and More
than 140 Stickers

Pyjama Yoga

NEW

4+ / 24 pp. / 20.5 x 23.5 cm / hardcover / with poster / € 14.00

Each title:
Ruby Warnecke
6+ / 24 pp. / 21 x 29.7 cm / softcover /
with 16 pages of stickers / € 7.00

ISBN 978-3-649-64144-5
All rights available

All rights available

• An imaginative dream trip for bedtime
• With 7 yoga poses to relax and ‘come to rest’
(with instructions for parents)
• With an expert foreword by children’s yoga
teacher Kim Witt; extra: large poster

• Features 44 profiles and lots
of stickers to add creatively
• Special books with wellresearched information and
high-quality illustrations
• Fun and fact-finding with
stickers!
Dinosaurs & Co.

Non-Fiction Books

Non-Fiction Books

Fun and Facts with Stickers

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63831-5

Stefanie Zysk / Yousun Koh

Leaves, Flowers and Grasses

NEW

My Herbarium

8+ / 56 pp. / 21 x 26.5 cm / hardcover with spiral binding / with spot-UV
varnish and elastic fastener / with sturdy paper slipcase / € 12.00
ISBN 978-3-649-64198-8
Former editions sold to: China (Simplified), Russia

• Factual information and creative ideas
on garden plants
• For gardening fans of all ages: collect and
conserve 25 pieces

Wild Animals
ISBN 978-3-649-63831-5

NEW

Our Birds
ISBN 978-3-649-63960-2

NEW

Insects & Co.

NEW

ISBN 978-3-649-63961-9

Karolin Leszinski / Thea Ross

The Big Book for Horse Lovers
6+ / 128 pp. / 24 x 31 cm / hardcover / € 20.00
ISBN 978-3-649-67018-6
Rights sold to: The Netherlands

• Wide-ranging expertise
• With extensive glossary
• Entertaining, age-appropriate writing style
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Animals in Woods
and Meadows

Animals in Seas
and Oceans

ISBN 978-3-649-63697-7

ISBN 978-3-649-63698-4
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